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FJ2 1. :r:Q!ll~L 

This special issue of the ESA rUE Newsletter is 
cI e ;.) 11 ted "t (\ a n IJ p d .~ 't e 0 f " Te c h n i q IJ e s 0 f !? e cI u c t :i. 0 n 0 f I U [: 
Dd " a : T :i. Me 1-I:l '5 tOT' Y 0 f HInj IPS Con f i q II r '"' t i ;) n s " ) n •.'11"1 (,d Y 
PART 1 of ESA rUE Newsletter No.14 (Special Issue). 
Since the Majority of the configurations published in 
t h ,:t tis~. uerequi f' e n Q C h a rHJ e tot h e doc II Men t <:I '1: ion) t 1, i ~; 

issue contain~:; only those which l"lave been updated 07' <:ire 
COMpletely new (no. 72 onwards). ESA rUE Newsletter 
Nos. 14 and 21 are COMpleMentary and the table on pI0 of 
this V0lIJMe indicates in which of the two a particular 
configuration is to be found. Tne chronology of the 
eVDlution of the rUE Spectral IMage PrOCEssing Sy st eM i s 
extended until the end of 1983 and any further changes 
will be dOCUMented in future issues of the ESA IUE 
Nc-:·! '.--'5]. i:~"\" t f.!7' • 

Appendix A consists of tables extrac'ted frOM the 
8IJ11etin No.2 of the rUE Regional Data Analysis 
Facilities. These SUMMarise for each observing station 
and iMage type which iMage processing configurations 
affect the data. 

The inforMation in this Newsletter is reproduced 
frOM NASA rUE Newsletter No. 25 (Special Issue) . Where 
po ssib le~ the NASA Newsletter references listed in the 
text have been suppleMented by the [SA Newsletter 
re~erences qiven in Appendi x D. 
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AbSTRACT 

This document presents basic information needed by International 

Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) Guest Observers and Archive Users to 

understand the evolution of the IUE Spectral Image Processing 

System (IUESIPS) and its products from April 1978 through 

December 1983. Data on the status of IUESIPS as a function of 

time are presented in a format intended to facilitate rapid 

indexing of the changes which have been made to correct 

deficiencies or errors and to enhance the capabilities of the 

system. It is expected that the collected information will be of 

particular utility to users of the IUE Regional Data Analysis 

Facilities and others wishing to assess the homogeneity of IUE 

data reduced at various times at either the U.S. or European IUE 

ground stations. The data contained herein represent an update 

and extension of the original information published in NASA IUE 

Newsletter NO. 16, February 1982. 
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document. 
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SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION 


1.1 BACKGROUND 

The International Ultraviolet Explorer (lUE) satellite has been 

in operation as a Guest Observer facility since 3 April 1978. 

The software system used by the IUE Observatory ground stations 

at GSfC and Villafranca del Castillo, Spain (VILSPA) to perform 

the standard IUE data reduction operations and generate the 

standard output products, the IUE Spectral Image Processing 

System (IUESIPS), has undergone a continual evolution since April 

1978 in order to enhance the quality of the data processing and 

remove various software deficiencies and errors as they were 

discovered. As a result of the various changes made to IUESIPS, 

there is necessarily an inhomogeneity between data as it would be 

processed currently and the same data as it might have been 

processed at prior times. Documentation such as the 

International Ultraviolet Explorer Image Processing Information 

Manual, Version 1.1, CSC/TM-81/6268 (Version 2.0 is currently in 

preparation), and "Chronology of Modification to IUESIPS Output 

Products," in NASA IUE Newsletter No. 21, May 1983 provides 

summary data relating to the existence of the changes made to 

IUESIPS but does not contain sufficient detail to allow a 

quantitative assessment of each change, in most cases. The 

original version of "Time History of IUESIPS Configurations", 

covering the time period from April 1978 through March 1981, 

appeared as NASA IUE Newsletter No. 16, February 1982. 

1.2 OBJECTIVES 

The purpose of this document is to provide a means by which the 

evolution of IUESIPS since 3 April 1978 can be described in 

sufficient detail to allow full traceability of the system so 

that the degree of homogeneity of IUE data reduced at diverse 

times at either ground station (GSFC or VILSPA) may be adequately 

assessed. The goal is to provide documentation of each stage in 
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the life of IUE~IPS in a form which is convenient and also 

comprehensive enough to allow the specification of the exact 

manner in which data reduced at the various stages differs from 

data reduced with the current system. Wherever possible, we have 

striven to faci l i t ate the task of the user who wishes to devise 

correction procedures to remove reduction inhomogeneities. A 

collection of specific algorithms/procedures to perform 

meaningfu l t r a nsformation of early (pre-March 1981) data was 

presented in NASA IUE ~ewsletter No. 17, (o'ebruary 1982. 

1.3 SCOPE 

This document describes all known changes relating to the 

contents or format of the tape output products (GO and archive 

tapes) from standard IUESIPS processing through December 1983. 

Changes which pertain only to the other output products included 

in GO data packages (CalComp plots, Photowrite hardcopy images, 

and/or computer pr i ntouts) are not treated. 

The emphasis in cataloging the changes to IUESIPS herein is on 

providing an accurate record of the time-history of the evolution 

of processing conditions, and wherever possible the exact times 

of implementation of the various changes, at GSFC and VILSPA 

separately, are given. The types of IUE images affected by each 

condition catalogued are indicated by camera and dispersion and 

processing option. Estimates of the actual number of images 

affected by each condition are made whenever possible. Cross 

references to available GSFC and VILSPA IUE Observatory software 

configuration documentation are made when pertinent, and a 

detailed description of each condition under discussion and its 

consequences in terms of the character of the data reduced under 

it, is provided. Finally, as many alternative means of 

identifying data processed under each configuration (in addition 

to the date and time of processing included in the headers of all 

but the very earliest images) as could be determined were 

included. 

The period of time covered by the present document extends from 

3 April 1978 to 31 December 1983 for GSFC data. VILSPA entries 

are less complete. 
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SECTION 2 - IUESIPS CONFIGURATIONS 

2. 1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE DOCUMENTATION 

2.1.1 Sources of Data 

Changes to the production version of IUESIPS have, with few 

exceptions, been effected through a configuration control process 

whi ch provides documentation sufficient to identify the nature 

an d time of implementation of each modification. At GSFC, such 

do cumentation comprises Science Operations Center Anomaly Reports 

(SOCARS), Scheme Modification Reports (SMRs), and Production 

Pr ocess ing Modification Reports (PPMRs). SOCARS were used to 

just ify and document the ch anges that are made to the IUES I PS 

software per se, i.e., applications programs, utilities, and 

I UES IPS systems software. SMRs were used to justify and document 

c hanges made to the production schemes of IUESIPS--those 

c o l lec t i ons of standardized calls to the various IUESIPS 

applications programs needed to reduce images and generate 

s pec i f ic output products for each image type. As of January 26, 

1982, SOCARS and SMRs were combined into a single multi-purpose 

form, the PPMR . At VILSPA, similar documentation items (Image 

Processing Software Modification Reports and Scheme Modification 

Re ports) are used to control changes. Although all these forms 

carry information describing the scope of the changes they 

document, the detail included is generally insufficient to 

describe fully the ramifications of each change from a Guest 

Observer's point of view. Indeed, for this very reason, and also 

because many of the configuration-control forms describe system

oriented changes which are transparent to the end recipient of 

the data, this document is being prepared with the user's 


interest in mind. 
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The GSFC and VILSPA documentation together were used to generate 

the short-form IUESIPS chronology appearing in NASA IUE 

News le tter No. 21. These combined resources as well as any 

available more informal notes and records were used to generate 

the data compiled herein. 

In many cases, supplementary and quite detailed explanatory 

information is contained in articles published in the IUE 

Ne wsletter. Notable here are articles in the continuing series 

" I UE Data reduction" of which 33 have so far been published in 

the NASA IUE Newsletter. Data from these articles and, more 

ge nerally, from any re levant contr i bution in the Newsletter or 

e ls e where have been assimilated fo r t h e prese nt do cument . 

2. 1.2 Conten sand Use of This Documen t 

As mentioned in Se c tion 1.3 only those IUESIPS changes affecting 

the contents or format of the tape outp ut products are cataloged 

in this documen t . The data are presented here as descriptions of 

e a ch unique conf iguration of IUESIPS as defined by start and end 

d a tes representing the times at which r elevan t c hanges to the 

sy stem were implemented. Such dates are re corded separately for 

the IUESIPS production systems at GSFC and at VILSPA. This 

approach is necessary since the effective times at which 

mo di f ications were implemented at each ground station are in 

general differe n t . Although functional equi va lence of the two 

IUES I PS systems has been the overall operational goal, certain 

modifications at one station are not appropriate to the other: 

n o table in this regard, for example, are most of the changes at 

GSFC dealing with calibration images, which are not acquired and 

analyzed as extensively at VILSPA. 

The configurations are described herein in two ways: 1) an index 

of configurations by number and title, and 2) a detai led 

description of each configuration by number, title, effective 

dates, etc. The first task of a user wishing to re l ate data reduced 

in the past to pres e n t-day data is to identify all past configurations 
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appropriate to the old data, since the existence of a 

configuration with an end date at some point in the past 

indicates a difference between the system as it was prior to the 

end date and as it is now. From the index of configurations in 

Section 2.2, the user can ascertain, by title, which 

configurations are relevant to his data. The user can then refer 

to Section 2.3 for the detailed writeup of each configuration, 

including the exact start and end dates (when known), data types 

affected, relevant documentation, means of recognizing affected 

data (other than processing date), and the ramifications of each 

configuration. 

2.2 INDEX OF CATALOGUED CONFIGURATIONS 

In this section each past configuration is listed by sequential 

number and title (Table 2-1). Note that the configuration number 

is not necessarily an integer. Because a preliminary version of 

this document had been circulated at the IUE ground stations in 

May 1981 and some cross-referencing of configurations by number 

had occurred, it ~as decided to retain the original configuration 

numbers as they appeared in the preliminary version. This means 

that several additional configurations subsequently identified as 

falling by date between original configurations are assigned 

decimal numbers, such as 14.1, and inserted in the proper 

sequence. With this system of numbering, the configurations are 

generally in chronological order by the GSFC end date. Note that 

VILSPA does not necessarily implement changes in the same order 

as GSFC, and therefore the configurations are not always in 

chronological order according to VILSPA end dates. 



Number 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

14.1 

14.2 

15. 

16. 
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Table 2-1. INDEX TO CATALOGED CONFIGURATIONS 

Title ESA NL 

Volume 12.. 
Corrupted data at the ends of smoothed background 14 
spectra (and hence net spectra). 


Restricted low dispersion SWP wavelength coverage 14 

(A1000-1900X). . 


Erroneous ne gat ive fluxes in extracted spectra due 14 
to incorrect integer scaling of Fmax. 


Non-optimal center and radius values for circle 14 

in which geometric correction is performed. 


Suppression of redundant wavelengths in high 14 
dispersion processing. 


Unrestricted RIPPLE correction at ends of orders 14 

in high dispersion. 


Reversed naming convention for dispersion constants 14 

as written in IUESIPS history label. 


No processing dates written in IUESIPS history labels. 14 


One-pixel error in OSCRIBE (dispersion-constant over 14 

lay program) . 


Nearest-neighbor line-finding algorithm in WAVECAL. 14 


Use of ITF's composed of single exposures. 14 


Accomplish regi strat ion of spectral orders with dis 14 

persion- constant overlays by shifting the images 
(rather than the dispersion constants). 


Extraction of : ow dispersion spectra using the programs 14 

SPIN, ROTATEH, and COMPARE. 


Epsilon-field values in s~oothed backgrounds shifted 14 

to incorrect wavelengths. 


Dispersion constant and reseau calibration used for 14 

VILSPA reductions (1). 


Error in lons wavelength high dispersion wavelengths. 14 

Reseau flagging in low dispersion merged spectra does 14 

not distinguish between reseau mark in gross spectrum 

and reseau rr.ark in background spectr~.. 


Geometric correction of high dispersion images 14 

accomplished using reseaux measured on high dispersion 

WAVECAL i.mages. 
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Table 2-1 continued 

Number Title ESA NL 

Volume E 

17. 	 Use of non-optimal RIPPLE parameters for LWR. 14 


18. 	 Extract low dispersion spectra (EXTLOW) with 14 

HT=9 and DISTANCE=8.0 (Will not properly extract 

spectra of aperture-filling objects) • 


19. 	 Image sequence number sometimes zeroed out in scale 14 

factor record of merged spectral file. 


20. 	 Determine LWR low dispersion wavelength calibrations 14 

from preliminary version of line library. 


21. 	 Use of incorrect offsets from small to large aperture 14 

in LWR. 


21.1 	 Error in SWP low dispersion wavelength scale. 14 


22. 	 Perform all registrations of spectral orders with 14 

dispersion-constant overlays manually. 


23. 	 Camera number transmitted as true nunber plus 21,19 
10 or 20 in scale factor record of merged spectral file. 

24. 	 Determine S\'1P low dispersion wavelength calibrations 14 

from preliminary version of line library. 


25. 	 Extract low dispersion large-aperture point-source 14 

spectra with DISTANCL=8.0. 


26. 	 Improper truncation of area of image photometrically 14 

corrected. 


27. 	 Automatic registration of spectral orders done using 14 

only 6 sampling areas in DSPCON. 


28. 	 Omit vacuum-to-air correction for U\,R lOW-dispersion 14 

single-aperture reduction. 


29. 	 Photometrically correct entire 768 x 768 image 14 

(SWP high dispersion). 


30. 	 Photometrically correct entire 768 x 768 image 14 

(low dispersion). 


31. 	 No infonr.ation on values of OHEGA, HBACK, or DISTANCE 14 


in IUESIPS history labels. 


32. 	 No information on values of automatic registration 14 

shifts recorded in ILLSIPS history labels. 
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Table 2-1 continued 

Nuraber Title ESA NL 

Volume £. 
33. 	 Process order 65 in SWP high dispersion. 14 

34. 	 Photometrically correct entire 768 x 768 image 14 

(Ll"lR high dispersion). 


34.1 	 Dispersion constant and reseau calibration used for 14 

VILSPA reduction (2). 


34.2 	 Dispersion constant and reseau calibration used for 21,20 
VILSPA reduction (3). 

35. 	 Use incorrect version of ETOEM. 14 

36. 	 High dispersion partial processing on S/360 (VICAR). 14. 

37. 	 Use original lUESIPS File r-1anagement System. 14 

38. 	 No information on values of manual registration 14 

shifts recorded in IUESIPS history label. 


39. 	 No output products generated for images designated 14 

"Do Not Process". 


40. 	 Improperly convert certain spectral files with 14 

negative fluxes to GO-tape integer format. 


41. 	 All high dispersion extractions due with HT=S. 14 

42. 	 Write redundant raw-image tape files for wavelength 14 

calibration i mages. 


43. 	 No short header file written at beginning of GO tape. 14 

44. 	 Use of SVW ITF with incorrect 20% exposure level. 14 

45. 	 Use of non-optimal pixel offsets from small to large 14 

aperture. 


46. 	 Use of pixel offsets from small to large aperture 21, 21 
which do not correspond to physical center of 
large aperture. 

47. 	 Write geometrically-correct-image tape file for 14 
wavelength calibration images. 

48. 	 Use biweekly dispersion-constant calibrations in 14 
low dispersion. 

49. 	 Determine high dispersion wavelength calibrations 14 
from unrefined line libraries (version I libraries). 

50. 	 Do not provide absolutely calibrated net spectrum 

in low dispersion. 


14 
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Table 2-1 continued 

Number Title ESA NL 

Volume ~. 

51. 	 Truncation of ITF at upper limit. 14 

52. 	 Incorrect uni ts for DISTANCE parameter in EXTLOW. 14 

53. 	 Use original Astron. Astrophys. absolute calibration. 14 

54. 	 Determine high dispersion wavelength calibrations from 14 

partially refined line libraries (version II libraries). 


55. 	 Use biweekly reseau calibrations. 21, 22 

56. 	 Use biweekly dispersion constant calibrations in 14 

high dispersion. 


57. 	 Use preliminary mean dispersion constants for low 14 

dispersion. 


58. 	 Inaccurate automatic registration programs. 14 

59. 	 Determine high dispersion wavelength calibrations 14 

from further refinements to line libraries (version 

III libraries). 


59.1 	 Incorrectly transmit 5-digit image sequence numbers to 14 

scale-factor record of extracted spectral files. 


60. 	 Processing of low dispersion spectra using the prograrrs 14 

GEOM, FICOR, and EXTLOW. 


61. 	 Non-perpendicular ~anual shifts (REGISTER). 14 

62. 	 Label lacks scheme name and auto/manual message. 21, 23 

63. 	 Incorrect Manual shift for SWP images (REG). 14 

64. 	 VBBLK without label processing. 14 

65. 	 Incorrect entries in label by SPECLO (negative 21, 24 

declination and zero shift). 

66. 	 Inaccurate automatic registration (L\'1R-Lm'~, 21, 25 

SWP-HIGH and all Trailed) . 

67. 	 Calibration files without temperature corrections 21, 26 

(low dispersion). 
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Number 

68. 

69. 

70. 

71. 

72. 

73. 

74. 

75. 

76. 

77. 

78. 

79. 

80. 

81. 

82. 

83. 

84. 

85. 

Title 

Use of preliminary parameters to specify the 
region to be processed by the program PHOTOM. 


Use positional information to determine the 

bounds of the area of the to be extracted (SPECLO). 


Unused lines of header label not 

blank-filled by POSTLO. 


Dispersion constant and reseau calibration used 

for VILSPA reductions (4). 


Use June 1979 - June 1980 mean dispersion 

constants in high dispersion. 


Calibration files without temperature corrections 

(high dispersion). 


Use only two pass running average for background smoothing 

in high dispersion. 


Error in specifying the region to which the photometric 

correction is applied. 


Potential loss of lines in raw image. 


Non-optimal automatic registration of closely-spaced 

orders in high dispersion spectra. 


Use preliminary ITF for LWP. 


Preliminary ITF extrapolation method used in 

photometric correction. 


No flagging of LWR microphonic pings. 


Microphonics flagging in the header label of the raw 

image file. 


Processing of high dispersi ,on spectra us:lng the 

programs GEOM, FICOR and DATEXTH (or DATEXTH2). 


Round-off error in dispersion constants listed in 

record 0 of extracted spectral files. 


Camera and image sequence number of raw image (used for 

locating reseaux) not conta:lned in first line of reseau

position data set. 


Possible slight automatic registration errors. 


ESA NL 


Volume E: 


21, 28 


21, 29 


21, 30 


14 


21, 31 


21, 33 


21, 35 


21, 36 


21, 37 


21 , 39 


21 , 40 


21 , 41 


21, 42 


21, 43 


21 , 44 


21, 48 


21, 49 


21, 5 0 




(continued) 

Number 

86. 

87. 

88. 

89. 

90. 

91. 

92. 

93. 

94. 

95. 

96. 

97. 

98. 

99. 

100. 

101. 

102. 

- 15 ,. 


Title ESA NL 

Volume E: 
Redundant 
data files 

"L" in column 72 of 
sent to NSSDC. 

label of cer processedtain 21, 53 

Incompletely extract ~ata from last spectral order 21,54 
of high dispersion spectra. 

Error in the observation date calculation used in the 21, 55 
high dispersion heliocentric velocity correction (and 
written to the header label for both dispersion modes). 

Error in handling negative declination values in high 21,56 
dispersion processing. 

Error in scaling net r i pple-corrected fluxes in 21, 57 
high dispersion. 

Perform photometric correction in low dispersion (under new 21, 50 
software) without spatial truncation due to partial-
read boundaries. 

Perform photometric correction in low dispersion (under 21, 60 
new software) in a non-optimally centered swath. 

Uti lize old echelle ripple correction in high dispersion. 21, 61 

Use of non-optimal pixel offsets from small to large 21,63 
aperture in LWP. 

Use of March 1979 - January 1981 mean dispersion constants 21, 64 
for LWR and SWP . 

Use of LWP dispersion constant files derived from single 21, 68 
calibration images obtained on GMT day 168, 1981. 

No optimal filtering for noise conditioning 21, 70 
in LWP high dispersion processing. 

No flagging of "bright spots". 21, 71 

Microphonics detection software run in "dummy" mode 21, 72 
for SWP and LWP cameras. 

Possible error in extracting correct head amplifier 21, 73 
temperature from image header label. 

Non-perpendicular manual registration shift. 21, 74 

Use of June 1980 - August 1982 mean LWP dispersion 21, 75 
constants without a correction for temperature. 
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(continued) 

Number 

·103. 

104. 

105. 

106. 

107. 

108. 

109. 

110. 

111. 

Title 

Possible corruption of binary temperature 
data contained in image header label. 

Automatic registration without avoidance of 
multiple regions containing microphonic noise. 

Automatic registration without avoidance of 
any region containing microphonic noise. 

Low dispersion background smoothing filter 
width of 30 data points. 

Error in handling extracted LWR spectral data from 
images flagged as containing more than one region 
of microphonic noise. 

Incorrect observation date calculation when the GMT 
day number changes between the end of exposure and 
the time of read. 

No absolute calibration of LWP low dispersion fluxes. 

No method for identifying modified image header 
label parameters. 

Inaccurate message "MEAN DC USED" i~ label of 
temperature corrected LWP images. 

ESA NL 


Volume ,E. 


21, 78 


21, 79 


21, 80 


21, 81 


21, 82 


21, 83 


21, 84 


21, 85 


21, 86 
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2.3 DETAILED CONFIGURATION DATA 


In this section the fully-detailed discussion of each cataloged 

IUESIPS configuration is found. To facilitate the use of this 

section as a reference tool, a standard format for the data 

presentation has been adopted. Each configuration begins on a 

new page and has the title and sequence number at the top of the 

page. The entries under "Data Affected" are used to specify the 

types of data pert i nent to the configuration described. The 

"Camera" and "Dispersion" entries are self-evident. "Processing" 

means the specific type of file affected by the configuration 

for example, a change in the photometric correction affects both 

the photometrically corrected image i t self and the spectra 

extracted from it, whereas a change in wavelength scales affects 

only the extracte~ spectra. The file mnemonic conventions 

defined in CSC/TM-8l/6268, in "IUE Data Reduction XVIII, 

Implementation of New Low Dispersion Software: Summary of Output 

Format Changes" in NASA IUE Newsletter No. 12, and in "IUE Data 

Reduction XXIV, Implementat ion o f New High Dispersion Software: 

Summary of Outpu t Format Changes" in NASA IUE Newsletter No. 18 

are used often here (GPI, ESSR, ESHI, etc.). The terminology 

"merged spectr~" refers to the file of merged gross, background 

and various net spectra (ESHI, ESLO, MEHI, or MELO), whereas in 

low dispersion the terminology "extracted spectra" would include 

both the line-by-line (ESSR or LBLS) and merged spectra. 

The start and end dates (GMT) for each configuration are g i ven, 

separately for GSFC and VILSPA, with the greatest precision 

possible. (An entry of N/A means that the configuration is not 

applicable at that particular ground station). Where an exact 

time of day is available, it is given i n GMT hours and minutes 

(hh:mm). In certain cases where exact times of changes were not 

recorded originally, a limit on the time of the change is set by 

the existence of a program or scheme listing evidencing the 

change (and which bears a time of day). In such cases the time 

of the listing becomes an "upper limit" to the time of the change 

and is preceded by the symbol "<". 
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When the start or end date is left totally blank, no information 

is currently available on the change date (certain VILSPA dates 

only). VILSPA dates which are uncertain but supported by strong 

indirect evidence are enclosed within exclamation marks, e.g., 

114 June 19781 

The entry "Media" reflects the output product media affected by 

the configuration. The entry "Estimated Fraction of Processed 

Images Affected" is an estimated proportion of images actually 

affected by the configuration out of the images potentially 

affected (i.e., the estimated fraction of affected data out of 

total data of the type specified above). The "Estimated Number 

of Images Affected" is an estimate of all affected data (GSFC and 

VILSPA). Both of the above estimates are rough and should not be 

relied upon for detailed statistics. 

Under "Pertinent Documentation" are included cross references to 

all relevant documentation, including GSFC SOCAR, SMR, and PPMR 

numbers, IUE Newsletter articles, and other sources. 

The "Description" section contains the discussion of the nature 

of each configuration, with equations, tables, and figures 

included where applicable. The attempt was made to provide 

sufficient detail without excessive length. Those descriptions 

or parts thereof provided by Dr. K.J.E. Northover of VILSPA are 

enclosed within brackets "( )". 

Under "Means of Identifying Affected Data" we have provided, 

where possible, means of recognizing data affected by each 

configuration which are either alternative to or complement the 

date of processing. Where it was not possible to specify any 

such alternative identification methods, this section was 

omitted. 

The set of detailed descriptions follows, according to the format 

outlined above. 
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NO. 23 


TITLE: Camera number transmitted as true number plus 10 or 20 
in scale f actor r ecord of merged spectral file. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: Extracted spectra 

MEDIA: Tape 

DATES: BEGIN ~ 2 Sept. 1978 END 20 Sept. 1978 (GSFC) 

BEGIN ~ 06 Nov. 19'78 END 01 Feb. 1979 (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED:>20 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFe SOCAR 151, ese/TM-79/6301, ace SIR 5355 

DESCRIPTION: The program ETOEM accessed bytes 49 and 50 of record 1 
of the I UESIPS l abel (see eSC/TM- 79 6301) to obtain the camera number for 
the scale factor record of the merged spectral file. Until 2 September 
1978, the ace software which wrote record 1 of the label used the value 0 
for t .he station flag in byte 49 for both NASA and ESA images, so that the 
camera number read by ETOEM was effectively correct. When the correct 
station flag values (l=NASA, 2=ESA) were put into the label beginning on 
2 September 1978 with oce software system 7 (see ace SIR 5355), however, 
the 1 or 2 in byte 49 was included by ETOEM as part of the camera number 
passed to the merged spectral file. 

The program ETOEM was modified on the end date above to access o nly byte 
50 for the camera number. Therefore, all images acquired on or afte r 
2 Sept. 1978 and pzocessed prior to 20 Sept. 1978 will have incorrect 
camera numbers in the merged spectrum sca:"e factor record. Because 
processing did not always follow the strict chronological order of image 
acquisition, a Qnique processing start date for the incorrect came ra 
numbers is difficult to determine; the start date shown above is t herefor e 
indicated as ~ 2 Sept. 1978. 

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• Incorrect camera number in merged-spectrum scale factor record 

• Acquisition date ~ 2 Sept. 1978, processing date < 20 Sept. 19 78 . (GSFC ) 
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NO. 34.2 

TITLE~ 	 Dispersion constant and reseau calibrations used 
for VILSPA reductions (3) 

DATA AFFECTED: , 

DISPERSION: 	 PROCESSING: Extracted spectraCAMERA: SWP 	 Low 

MEDIA: 	 Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

(GSFC)DATES: 	 BEGIN N/A END N/A 

(VILSPA)BEGIN 07 Sept. 1978 END 17:00 01 Feb. 1979 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 300 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: VILSPA internal memo JB/b~ € Sept. 78 

VILSPA TN/2003-00/AS/780614 (Release 10 file) 


DESCRIPTION: <The disI-'ersion const.ant calibration file for 

SWP low dlspersion data was based on image SWP 2244 acquired 

on 08 August 1978. This corrected the error described in the 

VILSPA configuration ending 07 September 1978. (No. 21.1) > 
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NO. 46 


TITLE: 	 Use pixel offsets from small to large aperture which 
do not correspond to physical center of large aperture 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: Extracted spectra 
(large aperture) 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp 

DATES: BEGIN 03 April 1978 
20 Sept. 1979 (LWR low) 

END 06 Aug. 
29 Oct. 

1979 
1979 (LWR low) (GSFC) 

BEGIN 17 April 1978 END 16: 00 10 Mar. 1981 (VILSPA ) 

ESTIMATED FR~CTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 4200 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SMR 86; "IUE Data Reduction V. 
Wavelength Asslgnments for Large Aperture Spectra; NASA IUE 
N~wsletter No.6, Sept. 1979; GSFC SMR 106. 

DESCRIPTION: As described in the Newsletter documentation 
above, prior to 1 August 1979 at GSFC, telescope operations 
procedures did not place point sources at the physical center of 
the large aperture during the acquisition process. When an 
operations change was made on that date to place objects at the 
physical center, a corresponding change was made to the 6L and 
6S pixel offsets used by IUESIPS in establishing large-aperture 
wavelength scales so that all spectra acquired as of 1 August 
1979 would be reduced using the correct offsets. This change 
was implemented in IUESIPS on 6 August 1979 at GSFC. The new 
offsets used are (in pixels): 

SWP 	 LWR 

6L 6S R 6L 6S R 

-19.7 -17.4 26.3 +19.4 -18.6 26.9 


R = 86L)2 + (6S)2J~ 
These values may be compared to previous offsets as documented 
in the changes of 08 July 1979. 

Due to a clerical error, the old offsets were inadvertantly 
reintroduced (for LWR low dispersion only) during the short 
period 20 September - 29 October 1979. 
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No. 55 

TITLE: Use biweekly reseau calibrations. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAME RA : LWR & SWP DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: All but raw image 

MEDLA: Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN 03 Apr. 1978 END 10:00 18 July 1980 (GSFC) 

BEGIN N/A END N/A (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 11000 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SMR 107, 103, 104; "IUE Data 
Reduction XVII., NASA IUE Newsletter No. II, Oct. 1980. 

DESCRIPTION: Prior to the end date shown the reseau positions used to correct 
the geometry of the IUE images were determined from new WAVECAL + TFLOOD 
calibration images taken approximately every t~o weeks. After the above end 
date a set of mean reseau positions were implemented based on 16 LWR 60% or 
77% UVITF images exposed between day 73 of 1978 and day 204 of 1979 and 20 SWP 
60% or 77% UVITF images exposed between day 85 of 1978 and day 334 of 1979. 
As noted in the above Newsletter article the c:hief advantage of mean files 
over the usual biweekly calibrations is that short term fluctuations are 
averaged out yielding calibrations more appropriate to the "typical" IUE 
image. UVITF images were used instead of WAVECAL + TFLOOD images since the 
former provide a flatter and less contaminated area for the FNDRES (reseaux 
finding) program to search. 

Several impovements were made in the details of the FNDRES program in order to 
get the highest possible accuracy. An improved template for the large reseau 
in row II, column 11 was used and three more reseaux in SWP and two more in 
LWR near the tube edges were added so as to reduce the amount of extrapolation 
needed to achieve the full 13-by-13 grid of reseaux used in the geometric 
correction process (see SMR 103 & 104).* Furthermore, the average positions 
found on the UVITF images with the improved FNDRES were calculated without the 
row-and-column smoothing procedure usually applied to reseaux measured on a 
single image. This smoothing was found to introduce errors. 

* These changes to FNDRES were implemented 22 April 1980 and 
hence also pertain to the biweekly reseau calibrations generated 
between 22 April and 18 July 1980. On 31 May 1980, "naked" 
TFLOOD images (no platinum spectrum superposed) were first used 
for reseau positions accompanying WAVECALS. 
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62NO. 

TITLE: Label lacks scheme name and AUTO/MANUAL f[essage 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: Extracted spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN 03 Apr. 1978 END 00:]"1, 04 Nov. 1980 (GSFC) (GSFC) 

BEGIN 17 Apr. 1978 END 16:42 30 Jan. 1981 (high) 
16:00 10 Mar. 1981 (low) (VILSPA) 

100%ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCES$ED IMAGES AFFECTED: 

19000ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFCSMR 116, SOCAR's 216, 223, 224. 
I 

DESCRIPTION: During this period the image labels d~d not 
contaln the name of the processing procedure (" Scheme") .used 
or a notation indicating the type of registration shift applied 
(manual, automatic, or none). The registration shift information 

was not contained in the scale factor record ("record J") of the 
extracted files. After the end date the scheme name and shift 
in:forrnation were added to the label and a flag was placed in 
word 62 of record J to indicate the type of shift used 
(J=no shift, l=auto shift, 2=manual shift). 

At Vf~SPA, these changes were implemented in two phases. On 

30 Jan. 1981 the AUTO/l'1ANUAL message was added to high 

dispersion labels; on 10 March 1981, the same was done for 

low dispersion and the scheme name was added for both 

dispersions. 
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No. 65 

TITLE: 	 Incorrect entries in label by SPECLO (Declination 
and Zero Shift). 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: Low PROCESSING: All but raw image 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp 

DATES: BEGIN 00:11 04 Nov. 1980 END 20:00 16 Jan. 1981 (GSFC) 

BEGIN 16:00 10 Mar. 1981 END 17 June 1981 (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 50% 

(only negative DEC and 


ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 300 uoshifted cases) 


PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SOCARS 231, 232; SMR 116 

DESCRIPTION: During this period the declination of an object listed in the 
processing label on the line starting "TARGET COORD. (1950):" had the correct 
magnitude but the wrong sign for objects south of the Equator. In addition 
the line of the label giving the line and sample shift did not list the shifts 
as 0.0 when a shift was not used, but instead looked like the following: 
"LINE SHIFT-YY.YYY SAMPLE SHIFT-XX.XXX" 
After the end date these two errors were corrected. 
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No. 66 

TITLE: 	 Inaccurate automatic registration (LWR-LOW, 
SWP-HIGH and all Trailed). 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: LWR & SWP DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: Extracted spectra 

MEDIA: 	 Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

DATES: 	 BEGIN 11:30 18 Aug. 1980 END 14:00 19 Jan. 1981 GSFC 

BEGIN 22:00 30 Dec. 1980 END 17 June 1981 VILSPA 

ESTUMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 50% 

(automatic only) 


ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 500 


PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SOCAR 233 

DESCRIPTION: During this period, LWR low dispersion, SWP high dispersion, and 
all tr~iled images were mis'-registe~ed by about 0.4 pixels. Since this is 
less than 10 percent of the length of the shortest slit u~ed. the photometric 
error caused shpuld be very small (in most cases the entire spectrum was still 
in the slit). The error in the dispersion direction would, in gen~ral, be 
less than this total error. 
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No. 67 

TITLE: 	 Calibration Files without temperature corrections 
(low dispersion). 

DATA AFFECTED; 

CAMERA: LWR & SWP DISPERSION: LOW PROCESSING; All But Raw Image 

MEDIA: 	 Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

DATES: 	 BEGIN 03 Apr. 1978 END 05:00 03 Mar. 1981 (GSFC) 

BEGIN 17 Apr. 1978 END 11 Mar. 1982 (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: ~2000 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION GSFC SMR 118, and SOCAR's 238, 241,240, 242; 
"IUE Data Reduction XXI", NASA IUE Newslette~ No. 15. 

DESCRIPTION: The IUESIPS processing software uses a set of displacements ' 
(determined from the reseaux on the tube faceplate) for each camera to correct 
each data image for geoi:netric distortion, and a ,set of dispersion conf;tallts . . 
for each camer'a and di,?persion mode (high, low) to determine the'location of '.'. I. 
the spectruin for ext"ractLon and w8<v,elength assignment.; Primarily bec~us~ of ,' . , 

j 	 ). . 0.1 I ' 

variations in sp'acecraf t temperature at the time of observation, the geometry 
of the image and the location of the spectral format on the camera fac.epiate 
change from image to image. Before the end date, no explicit thermal 
correction was applied to the calibration files. 

During this period several changes were made to the processing software in an 
effort to use the best set of reseaux and dispersion constants for each image 
(see GSFC changes for: 22 May '78, 09 Jun. '78, 01 Jul. '78, 11 Aug. '78, 
10 Sept. '78,13 Nov. '79,18 Apr. '80,22 Apr. '80,31 May '80, 18 Jul. '80, 
18 Aug. 	 '80, 29 Aug. '80, 04 Nov. '80 -- underlined dates are the most 
significant) • 

As of the end date for this change the displacement set used and the 
dispersion constants used were a function of the temperature at the time of 
the observation and the time of observation (the temperature used is referred 
to as the THDA and is usually available in the binary part of the image 
header). Before this change if an image were taken at a temperature which 
differed significantly from the temperature of the calibration files used, the 
wavelength assigned to a point on the spectrum would be incorrect. As an 
example, if the temperature of the image and the calibration file differed by 
9 0 C for an SWP low dispersion image a wavelength error of over 2 A would 

result. 


Those images processed during the period when bi-weekly calibrations were used 
are likely to show larger errors than images processed after the mean 
calibrations were implemented (the effective temperatures for the mean 
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calibrations were approximately 8° C for SWP and 13° C for LWR). The average 
(one standard deviation) wavelength error caused by using the mean 
calibrations (specifically the mean dispersion constants implemented on the 
end date of this change) instead of the temperature corrected calibrations is 
0.16 Afor LWR-Low and 0.30 A for SWP-Low (this corresponds to 0.06 pixels in 
LWR and 0.18 pixels in SWP along the spectrum). 

Some of the bi-weekly calibrations were taken at temperatures very different 
from both the mean temperatures and the temperatures of the images processed 
using them; therefore, it would be possible to greatly improve the accura~ of 
the wavelengths of images taken during the bi-weekly calibration era. 

The photometric quality of data processed before and after the end date 
differed ve ry little. The data after the end date may be marginally l ess 
noisy (-5%), due to the use of the temperature corrected reseaux for the SWP 
camera. The reseaux motion is greatest for the SWP camera (it is at most NO.9 
pixels from the mean). For LWR the motion is so small (about 0.2 phels from 
the mean) that the mean values were still used after the end date.* 

In those cases where the date of observation or the temperature cannot be 
obtained froID the label (all images prior to March 1979 lack the temperature 
and the date of observation) they will be entered manually (a comment in the 
processsing label will say "MANUAL OVER1DE") or mean calibrations will be used 
(a message in the label will note this). The mean dispersion constants to be 
used in such cases were implemented on the end date of this change. These new 
dispersion constants are slightly better than the July, 1980 set. The 
processing label for all images taken after the end date will contain the 
lines: 

THDA FOR RESEAU MOTION = 

THDA FOR SPECTRUM MOTION 

THERMAL SHIFTS: LINE = SAMPLE 


Any further shifting necessary to register the image, either manual or 
automatic, is recorded in the label under the name REGISTRATION SHIFTS: 
LINE = SAMPLE = 

MEANS OF I DENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• 	 The messages to specify the temperatures used will not appear 

in the label. 


* The mean reseau sets for both SWP and LWR were updated on 
the end date shown; details are given in configuration No. 73. 
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No. 68 

TITLE: 	 Use of preliminary parameters to specify the 
region to be processed by t he program PHOTOM. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: LW PROCESSING: All but raw image 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN 00:11 04 Nov. 1980 END 05:00 03 Mar. 1981 (GSFC) 

BEGIN 16:00 10 Mar . 1981 END 17 June 1981 (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATE:D FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 1000 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SOCAR 247 

DESCRI pTION: During this period, the 160-pixel o-wide band of 
the raw image which is photometrically corrected was slightly 
larger in the di spersion direction by roughly 2 and 15 pixels for 
SWP and LWR respectively. It was also di.splaced by several pixels 
(29 for SWP and 10 for LWR). The affect of this on the extracted 
data is to slightly change t he endpoints of the spectrum (the shortest 
and longest wavelength s ). Immediately after the end da.tes (3-5 March) the 
new smal l£!I corrected area caused an error which is described in the GSFC 
change for 5 March 198 1. 
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No. 69 

TITLE: 	 Use positional information to determine the 
bounds of the area of the to be extracted (SPECLO). 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: ALL DISPERSION: Low PROCESSING: Extracted Spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp 

DATES: BEGIN 00:11 04 Nov. 1980 END 05:00 05 Mar. 1981 GSFC 

BEGIN 16:00 10 Mar. 1981 END 07 June 1981 VILSPA 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 1000 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SOCAR 245 

DESCRIPTION: During this period the program SPEQ~O extracted that part of the 
spectrum lying between two nominal (coded into the program) endpoint 
wavelenths as long as the center of the extraction slits for these wavelengths 
fell within a designated area of the image. If the sample and line position 
of the endpoint wavelengths slit center fell outside these bounds SPECLO 
substituted for that endpoint a new wavelength havi ng a slit center just 
inside the area. Between 05:00 GMT, 3 Mar. 1981 and 05:00 GMT,S Mar. 1981 
the area of the image which was photometrically corrected did not coincide 
with the area designated by SPECLO for extraction. Therefore, during this 
two-day period pixels outside the photometrically corrected area could be 
included in the gross flux extracted. 

After the end date for this change SPECLO was modified so that it no longer 
used positional information to determine the starting and ending wavelengths 
of the spectrum to be extracted. Starting at one of two nominal endpoints 
supplied in the program and continuing to the other, the new version of SPECLO 
extracts the flux in slits spaced along the spectrum at an interval of 0.707 
pixels. If any of the pixels in an extraction slit are flagged as raw data 
pixels (the area of raw data outside the photometrically corrected area is 
coded by the program PHOTOM to flag it as raw data - see GSFC changes for 
4 Nov 1980) the flux from that slit and its corresponding wavelength are 
excluded from the extracted spectrum. The result of this is that SPECLO 
extracts all the data lying between the two nominal wavelengths and completely 
(in the 	sense that every pixel is checked) inside of the photometrically 
corrected area. 
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No. 70 

TITLE: Unused lines of header label not 
blank-filled by POSTLO. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: Low PROCESSING: All but raw image 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp, Printout 

DATES: BEGIN 00:11 04 Nov. 1980 END 14:30 6 Mar. 1981 GSFC 

BEGIN 16:00 10 Mar. 1981 END 5 May 1981 VILSPA 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES. AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 1000 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SOCAR 246 

DESCRIPTION: During this period the program POSTLO did not fill unused lines 
of the header label or unused portions of lines wi th blanks (these parts of 
the label contained core garbage). Therefore, if the label is printed as an 
EBCDIC s tr:lng some lines will contain arM tary characters. After the end date 
these lines were blank filled (i.e., the EBCDIC character, blank, was placed 
in each by t e ) • 
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No. 72 

TITLE: 	 Use June 1979 - June 1980 mean dispersion 
constants in high dispersion. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAME RA : LWR & SWP DISPERSION: High PROCESSING: Extracted spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp. Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN 10:00 18 July 1980 END 18:00 30 April 1981 (GSFC) 

BEGIN 10 Mar. 1981 END (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 1800 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SMR 120, SMR 107, "IUE Data Redution XVU" 
NASA IUE Newsletter No. 11, Oct. 1980; Configurations No. S6 and 67. 

DESCRIPTION: The dispersion constants used during this time period 
represent an average of dispersion solutions obtained between June 1979 
and June 1980. (See "IUE Data Reduction XVII" and Configuration No. 56). 
These constants were replaced on the end dates above with a new mean set 
of dispersion constants based on 41 SWP and 41 LWR calibration images 
obtained between March 1979 and January 1981. (Note that the improved 
mean dispersion constants for low dispersion mentioned in Configuration No. 67 
refer to this same March 1979 - January 1981 time base), It was felt that 
the larger data base including more recent calibration images represented a 
more appropriate set for determining mean dispersion constants. The new 
constants are given below and should appear as shown in the header label 
of the extracted spectral file (aside from the Al + Bl terms, which are 
subject to adjustment for thermal and registration shifts). 
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SWP LWR 

.981209330662201 D+3 -.509452651319565 D+4Al 

A2 -.177605064866280 D 0 .149251059715936 D 0 


.129246425785837 D-5 
 -.556662198103489 0-6 


A4 


A3 

.313148250186739 D-l .218482361188139 0-2 


A5 

I
-.465498655398958 D 0 .275161223903935 D 0 

A6 -.226814749601652 D-6 
 0 

A7 -.143951757345994 D-7 
 .117217168885699 0-6
. 

-.656637324319187 D+4 .154668450687027 D+5 

-.127092427525431 D 0 

Bl 

-.277985820942175 D 0 B2 

B3 .125533624294198 0-5 
 .908925575350436 D-6 
.. 
0 .845592613048529 D-l 

J 

B5 

I
B4 

.407922452808576 D 0 .223410718083750 D q 

.172022377820959 1)-7 11 	 -.766471494922043 D-7
B6 

B7 -.237700930453820 D-6 
 .176976584255456 D-7 


MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• 	 ValueEl of the dispersion constants (given in image label) which differ 

from the above trean constants (aside from the Al and Bl terms). 

I 
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No. 73 

TITLE: 	 Calibration files without temperature corrections 
(high dispersion). 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: LWR & SWP DISPERSION: High PROCESSING: All but raw image 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN 03 April 1978 END 03:00 19 May 1981 (GSFC) 

BEGIN 17 April 1978 END 11 Mar. 1982 (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 9000 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SMR 122; "IUE Data Reduction XXI," 

NASA IUE Newsletter No: 15, September 1981; Configurations No. 55, 56, and 67. 


Description: In Configuration No. 67 the details relating to the 
switchover from mean to temperature-corrected calibration files for low 
dispersion processing were described. Similar considerations apply to the 
case of high dispersion documented here, with the addition of several 
numerical quantities pertinent specifically to high dispersion. Accordingly, 
the discussion from Configuration No. 67 is repeated herein where 
appropriate. The IUESIPS processing software uses a set of displacements 
(determined from the reseaux on the tube faceplate) for each camera to 
compensate for the effects of geometric distortion, and a set of dispersion 
constants for each camera and dispersion mode (high, low) to determine the 
location of the spectrum for extraction and wavelength assignment. Primarily 
because of variations in spacecraft temperature at the time of observation, 
the geometry of the image and the location of the spectral format on the 
camera faceplate change from image to image. Before the end date, no explicit 
thermal correction was applied to the calibration files. 

As of the end date for this change the displacement set used and the 
dispersion constants used are a function of the temperature at the time of the 
observation and the time of observation (the temperature used is referred to 
as the THDA and is usually available in the binary part of the image 
header). Before this change if an image were taken at a temperature which 
differed significantly from the temperature of the caHbration files used, the 
wavelength assigned to a point on the spectrum would be incorrect. As an 
example, if the temperature of the image and the cali bration file dif f ered by 
3°C for an LWR high dispersion image, a wavelength error corresponding to 
~14 km/sec would result. The average 1 a scatter in the wavelength scale for 
images processed with the mean calibration files implemented on 30 April 1981 
at GSFC corresponds to a velocity scatter of 8.4 km/sec in LWR and 
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4.5 kID/sec in SWP; in the earlier era when biweekly calibrations were used 
(prior to 18 July 1980 at GSFC; see Configuration No. 56), the typical scatter 
would be considerably larger. However, after the temperature and time 
corrections implemented on the end dates of this configuration, the average 1 
o scatter is reduced to 2.7 km/sec for LWR and 2.0 km/sec for SWP. The 
photometric quality of data processed before and after the end date differed 
very little. After the end date, SWP data may be marginally less noisy ( - 5%), 
due to the use of the temperature-corrected reseaux for the SWP camera. The 
reseau motion is greatest for the SWP camera (it is at most -0.9 pixels from 
the mean). For LWR, the motion is so small (about 0.2 pixels from the mean) 
that mean reseau positions were still used after the end date. Note, however, 
that for both cameras t he baseline mean reseau set used as of the end date of 
this configuration represents a redefinition of the baseline from that 
implemented on 18 J uly 1980 (see Configuration No. 55). In this new baseline 
set, the same time period is spanned (day 73 of 1978 to day 204 of 1979 for 
LWR and day 85 of 1978 to day 334 of 1979 for SWP), but with several images 
having been dropped for lack of reliable temperature data, leaving a total of 
15 LWR flat fields and 18 SWP flat fi elds in the baseline. (These new mean 
reseau sets were also implemented for low dispers ion processing at the time 
temperature-corrected calibrations were implemented in low dispersion - 3 
March 1981 at GSFC, Configuration No. 67). 

In those cases where the date of observation or the temperature cannot be 
obtained from the label (all images prior to March 1979 lack reliable 
temperature and date of observation) t h ey will be entered manually (a comment 
in the processing label will say "MANUAL OVERIDE") or the mean calibrations 
will be used (a message in the label will note this). The processing label 
for all images processed after the end date will contain the lines: 

MEAN RESEAU (followed by information identifying the baseline 
data set*) 

MEAN DC (followed by information ident if yi ng the baseline 
data set*) 

THDA for RESEAU MOTION = 
THDA for SPECTRUM MOTION 
THERMAL SHIFTS: LINE = SAMPLE = 

Any further shifting necessary to register the image, either manual or 
automatic, is recorded in the label under the name 
REGISTRATION SHIFTS: LINE = SAMPLE = 

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• 	 The messages to specify the temperatures used will not appear in the 

label. 


* 	 Detailed in "IUE Data Reduction XXIH. 
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No. 74 

TITLE: 	 Use only two pass running average for background s moothing 
in hi gh dispersion. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAME RA : All DISPERSION: High PROCESSING : Ext racted Spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp 

DATES: BEGIN 03 April 19 78 END 14:00 11 June 1981 (GSFC) 

BEGIN 17 April 19 78 END 22 :00 30 Dec. 1980 ( VIL SPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTI ON OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 8000 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: VlLSPA SMR R12D-1, GSFC SOCAR 263, GSFC SMR 124; 
"IUE Data Re ducti on X. Planned Changes to the Background Smoothing 
Algorithm," NASA IUE Newsletter No.7, November 1979. 

DESCRI PTION: Prior to the end dates gi ven the extract ed background was 
smooth ed by two passes of a IS-point running- average filter. After the end 
date a 31-point median filter (program ESMOOTH) followed by the two-pass 15
point running average filter (program SMOOTH) was used. This is more 
effective at removing spikes (bright spots) and reseaux from the background 
than the previous filter. (See ""IUE Data Reduction X" referenced above). 
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No. 75 

TITLE: 	 Error in specifying the region to which the photometric 
corre ction is applied. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAME RA : LWR , SWP DISPERSION: Low - PROCESSING: All but raw image 

MEDIA: Tape , CalComp, Photowrite 

DATES : 	 BEGIN 13:47 10 July 1981 END 19:35 24 July 1981 (GSFC) 

BEGIN END (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 150 

PE RTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SOCARS 247, 274, Configurations No. 68, and 80. 

DESCRI PTION: The new version of the photometric-correction program PHOTOM 
which was i mp l emented at GSFC 10 July 1981 to improve the ITF extrapolation in 
low di s pers i o n (see Conf iguration No. 79) inadvertently contained an ou tdated 
set of cent er a nd radius parameters. These parameters describe the region of 
the r aw image fil e which is to be photometrically corrected! and those 
inad vertent ly i nstalled arl:! the "preliminary" values referred to in 
Configurat ion No. 68. Only low dispersion images were affe,cted, and the only 
effect on the ext racted spectrum file would be a slight change in the value of 
the maximum e xt racted wavelength. (See Configuration No. 68). 
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No. 76 

TITLE: Potential loss of lines in raw image. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: All 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN 03 Ap r il 19 78 ? END < 14 Aug. 1981 (GSFC) 

BEGIN END (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: «1% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: «240 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION GSFC SOCARS 197, 281 

DESCRIPTION: The backup utility program ULTPIN, used to transfer raw images 
from tape to disk in those instances in which the primary tape-to-disk program 
VTAPEIN failed, was found to be potentially defective and was removed from use 
in mid-1981 at GSFC. ULTPIN was intended simply to attempt a greater number 
of retrys in reading image records, so that recoverable tape errors would not 
prevent accessing tape f :Ues. It was discovered, however, that when an 
irrecoverable read error was encountered, ULTPIN completely dropped (i.e., 
skipped over without any place-keeping) the affected lines(s) from the image 
and proceeded to read the remainder of the image without posting any messages 
or warnings. Such a problem obviously affects the usefulness of the 
scientific data by changing, in the line direction, the positions of the 
remaining lines of the image. At its worst, when several lines of the image 
were so dropped, this problem resulted in visible distortion, particularly 
af ter the geometric correct ion. When only single lines were dropped, however, 
the effect was essentially impossible to detect visually or by the other 
normal quali ty-cont rol checki ng mechanisms. 

There is uncertainty as to the exact time period over which ULTPIN may have 
been used, although an outside limit for its last use at GSFC is the end date 
above, which represents the initiation date for SOCAR 281 to correct the line
dropping problem. Subsequent versions of this program zero-filled bad records 
and posted warning messages. 

The number of images estimated to have been affected by missing lines is very 
small, for two reasons. First, ULTPIN was generally used only as a third 
resort if the image file could not be transferred to the SIPS working disk 
area from the Shared Disk by IMAGEIN or from tape by VTAPEIN; the exact 
statistics of such occurrences are unavailable. Second, the use of ULTPIN 
does not necessarily imply loss of image lines; recoverable read errors could 
well be handled by ULTPIN without loss of data. Statistics as to the fraction 
of the time ULTPIN worked successfully are unavailable. The best estimate is 
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that far less than one percent of all images were affected by the data loss 
problem. Furthermore, it is expected that the majority of such instances 
would have occurred near the beginning of the time period involved, since a 
greater fraction of raw images were accessed from tape (rather than the Shared 
Disk) in 1978 and 1979, due to backlogs. 

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• 	 Distorted images (e.g., divergence of wavelength overlay from spectra 
order below certain point in image). It is likely that only 
those images for which 2 or more lines were dropped would be distorted 
badly enough to be obvious visually. 
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No. 77 

TITLE: 	 Non-optimal automatic registration of closely-spaced 
orders in high dispersion spectra. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: High PROCESSING: Extracted Spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN 02:00 10 Sept. 1978 END 13:50 28 Aug. 1981 (GSFC) 

BEGI N 17:00 01 Feb. 1979 END 11 Mar. 1982 ( VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED rMAGES AFFECTED: 40% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 3500 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SOCAR 277, "IUE Data Reduction XXVI: 
Automatic Registration of the Extraction Slit with the Spectral Format," 
NASA IUE Newsletter No. 18, March 1982. 

DESCRIPTION: Historically, the automatic registration shift applied in production 
processing was based on an average of 12 shifts calculated in various central 
spectral orders. It was discovered, however, that due to differential geometrical 
effects one registration shift does not necessarily apply equally well to all 
spectral orders, so that registering the central orders would in general result in a 
non-optimal registration for the closely-spaced orders. Since precise registration 
is crucial to the background extraction at the closely spaced orders, the 
registration routines DSPCON and DCSHlFT were modified as of the end date to 
determine a registration shift based on 12 search areas all in order 108. If an 
acceptable shif t cannot be determined, the process is repeated for order 100, order 
86 (82 for LWR) and finally (if necessary) order 77, as described in the rUE Data 
Reduction memo referenced above. The new registration technique results in lower 
extracted background flux levels for the closely-spaced orders. 
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No. 78 

TITLE: Use preliminary ITF for LWP. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: LWP DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: All bu t raw image 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN 17 Aug. 1981 END 3 Nov. -1981 (GSFC) 

BEGIN END (VILSPA) 

EST IMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 100 

PERT I NENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SMR 129 

DESCRIPTI ON: Prior to the end dates indicated, the Intensity Transfer Function 
(ITF) in use for LWP processing, designated lTFO, used an effective exposure time of 
20 .22 s econds for the second level. By 3-Agency agreement, this effective exposure 
time was ~anged to 23.00 seconds on the end dates above, with the resulting ITF 
des ignated ITF1. The effect of using the preliminary ITF was to have assigned an FN 
ap pr oximately 12 percent too low to pixels at the second exposure level (FN = 1213 
i ns tead of FN = 1380), with corresponding reductions in FN for pixels interpolated 
be twee n the first and second or the second and third levels. 

ME ANS OF IDENTIFYING DATA: 

• Exposure time 2022 (instead of 2300) listed in the table of ITF exposure times 
i ncluded in the IUESIPS history label of photometrically corrected files. 
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No. 79 

TITLE: 	 Preliminary ITF extrapolation method used in 
photometric correction. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: ALL DI SPERSION: Both PROCESSING: All but raw image 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp , Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN 16: 5 5 8 J an . 1980 END 13: 47 10 JuL 1981 (low) (GSFC) 
14: 18 10 Nov. 1981 (high) 

BEGI N 16:00 1 Fe b. 1980 END ? (low) (VILSPA) 
11 Mar. 1982 (high) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED WJMBER OF ~AGES AFFECTED: 11000 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATI ON: GSFC SOCAR 257; "IUE Data Reduction XIII. 
Modif i cat ion of Photometric Correction to Extrapolate the Intensity Transfer 
Funct i on", NASA IUE Newsletter No.8, February 1980; "IUE Data Reduction XVIII. 
Impl ementation of New Low Dispersion Software: Summary of Output Format Changes," 
NASA IUE Newsletter No. 12, January 1981; "IUE Data Reduction XXIII. Further 
Modifica tions to the Extrapolation of the Intensity Transfer Function," NASA IUE 
News l etter No. 15, September 1981; "IUE Data Reduction XXIV. Implementation of New 
High Dispersion Software: Summary of Output Format Changes," NASA IUE Newsletter 
No. 18, March 1982. 

DESCRIPTION: Under the ITF extrapolation procedures introduced on the start dates 
s h own above (see "IUE Data Reduction XIII"), the maximum valid ITF DN level used for 
interpolation or to establish extrapolation was DN =254. In addition, the method of 
extrapolation involved an exact linear fit to the last two valid points of the 
ITF. On the end dates i ndicated, the maximum valid ITF DN level was redefined to be 
DN=2S 0, and the method of extrapolation was modified to use a linear least-squares 
fit to t he last 3 valid ITF points. (see "rUE Data Reduction XXIII"). These 
changes result primarily i n a reduction in the occasional phenomenon of excessively 
large extrapolation. 

Note that these changes were made only to the "new software" photometric correction 
routine PHOTOM, and hence the ITF extrapolation done in the high dispersion case 
unchanged until the new high dispersion software was implemented. 

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• 	 For low dispersion, the processing date must be used, since the version of PHOTOM 
employing the preliminary method of extrapolation was in production use until the 
end date shown. 

• 	 For high disperSion, the use of the "old software" photometric correction program 
(FICOR6) is, in addition to the processing date, an indication that the 
preliminary extrapolation method was used. 
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No. 80 

TITLE: No flagging of LWR microphonic pings. 

DATA AFFECTED: 


CAMERA: LWR DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: Allt 


MEDIA: Tape, CalComp 

DATES: BEGIN 

BEGIN 

3 April 1978 END 14:28 28 Sept. 1981 
10 Nov. 1981 

17 April 1978 END 11 Mar. 1982 

(low) 
(high) 

(GSFC) 

(VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 11000 

PERTINENT DO(~NTATION: GSFC SOCAR 276, GSFC SMR 127, SOCAR 267 

DESCRIPTION: Prior to the end dates indicated, standard production processing 
included no flagging of LWR data affected by microphonic noise. On those dates, the 
program MICRO was implemented in LWR processing schemes to screen raw images for 
microphonic pings (detected on the basis of image lines with peak-to-peak amplitudes 
~ 10 DN outside of the target ring). If microphonics noise of this nature is 
detected, the lines affected are flagged by an EBCDIC message in the image header 
label with the format: 

PING! MICROPHONICS, AFFECTED LINES: nnn TO unnm 

This message is subsequently decoded by the spectral extraction schemes such that 
flux points with contributions from the affected image lines are flagged by the 
epsilon value -220. The associated CalComp plots have such points plotted with the 
special symbol"*". 

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

No reference to the program MICRO in IUESIPS history label •• 


t See also Configuration Number 81. 
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No. 81 

TITLE: 	 Microphonics flagging in the header label of the raw 
image file. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: LWR DISPERSION: Low PROCESSING: Raw Image 

MEDIA: Tape, Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN 14:28 28 Sept. 1981 END 14:18 10 Nov. 1981 (GSFC) 

BEGIN END (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 200 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SMR 130 

DESCRIPTION: When the application program MICRO was implemented to flag 
microphonic noise in LWR images (see Configuration No. 80) the processing 
schemes were modified to write the flagged raw image file to the GO tape 
rather than the unprocessed raw image file. Although the only difference 
between the 2 files was that the flagged image file had 2 extra lines added to 
the image label describing the location of the microphonic noise, it was 
decided that the raw image file would best be left as a totally unprocessed 
data file, thereby minimizing the risk of inadvertant damage due to undetected 
errors in applications programs. Note that the microphonics flagging is still 
contained in the labels of the other GO tape files and on the CalComp plot. 

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• 	 Records pertaining to MICRO will be found in history portion of image 
label. 
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No. 82 

TITLE: 	 Processing of high dispersion spectra using the 
programs GEOM, FICOR and DATEXTH (or DATEXTH2). 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: High PROCESSING: All but raw image 

MEDIA: 	 Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

DATES: 	 BEGIN 03 April 1978 END 14: 18 10 Nov. 1981 (LWR & SWP) 
20:30 	 7 Jan. 1982 (LWP) (GSFC) 

BEGIN 17 April 1978 END 11 Mar. 1982 	 (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 10000 

PERTINENT DOQJMENTATlON: "IUE Data Reduction XVIII," NASA IUE Newsletter 
No. 12, January 1981; "IUE Data Reduction XXIV & XXV", NASA IUE Newsletter 18, 
March 1982; GSFC SMR 131, GSFC SOCAR 291 (LWP), IUE Image Processing 
Information Manual, Version 1.0 CSM/TM-79/6301 1979, or Version 1.1 CSC/TM
81/6268, 1981. 

DESCRIPTION: A detailed description of the processing procedures used during 
the indicated period can be found in Version 1.0 (or 1.1) of the Information 
Manual referred to above, and the 3 Newsletter articles listed can be 
consulted for the processing details in effect as of the end date for this 
period. 

The output products produced during this period and those produced immediately 
after the end date differed in the manner shown by the following table: 

During Period 	 At ter End Date 

Photometrically and geometrically Photometrically corrected image 
corrected image provided. For the provided. The coding of the half
photometrically and geometrically word pixels of the photometrically 
corrected image the halfword pixel corrected image is designed to 
values are coded in a simple manner accommodate an extensive flagging 
such that the relative flux (FN) system for exceptional pixels. 
equals the scaled value given unless The follOWing conditions are 
the scaled value is 32767, in which flagged: 
case the pixel is saturated or 	 (a) -32767 ~ Scaled value 
extrapolated to the halfword limit ~ -2049; Saturation (DN=255) or 
(32767 is the largest FN possible). excessive extrapolation of ITF. 
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During Period 

Gross spectra extracted using slit 
length of 5~2 pixels for point
source reduction mode and 7J2 pixels 
for extended-source reduction mode. 

The extracted spectrum file has a 
data record length of 1204 bytes 
(up to 602 points ' per order). The 
scale factor record (record zero) 
does not contain target or 
engineering data. 

Spectral d~ta are extracted at an 
interval of 1.4 pixels from the 
resampled (smoothed) photometrically 
and geometrically corrected image. 

The background spectrum is extracted 
at positions determined by an 
algorithm which only approximates 
the midpoint between orders and in 
fact samples too close to the 
spectral order by an amount ~.07 
times the true order separation. 

Ai ter End Date 

(b) ~2048 ~ Scaled Value <0; 
Extrapolation of upper end of ITF 
up to FN=65536 
(c) O~ Scaled Value ~ 255; 
No photometric correction, raw DN 
(d) 256 ~ Scaled Value < 32767; 
Normal interpolation of ITF up to 
FN=61534 or extrapolation to 
negative FN down to FN=-3488. 
For case (d) the relation 
between FN and the Scaled Value 
is FN=2x (Scaled Value - 2000). 
For cases (a) - (c), see "IUE 
Data Reduction XVIII" 

Gross spectra extracted using a 
slit length which depends on 
order number for point-source 
reduction mode and which is 
constant (10 pixels) for 
extended source reduction mode. 
(See "IUE Data Reduction XXV") 

Extracted spectrum file has a data 
record length of 2048 bytes, 
accommodating a total of 1022 
points per order. The scale 
factor record contains such 
things as RA & DEC of target, 
camera temperatures, and time 
of observation. 

Spectral data are extracted at an 
interval of 0.7 pixels from the 
photometrically corrected image. 
The resulting spectral resolution 
is better than with the older 
method. 

The background spectrum is extracted 
closer to the true midpoint between 
orders. 

The background spectrum is extracted 
without regard to the presence of 
reseaux, microphonic noise in LWR, 
and saturated pixels. 

The background spectrum is extended 
excluding such points. 
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During Period 

The data quality measure values 
(epsilons) are calculated using a 
formula that includes a term pro
portional to the distance of a 
pixel from the tube center. 

No heliocentric velocity correction 
applied to wavelength assignments. 

Vacuum-to-air wavelength correction 
applied for A> 2000 Xin the LWR 
and LWP cameras only. 

Net ripple-corrected fluxes are 
provided to the end points of each 
spectral order. 

The header label associated with 
the data files gives the names of 
the reduction programs in use 
(FlCOR, GEOM, DATEXTH2). 

Ai ter End Date 

There are only a finite number of 
possible values of epsilon (data 
quality measure) which signal 
special conditions. (If more than 
one of the conditions occurs, the 
value for the worst case is given). 

Wavelengths are reduced to a helio
centric frame of reference on the 
basis of the target coordinates and ~ 

the time of observation. 

Vacuum-to-air wavelength correction 
applied for A ? 2000 X in all 
cameras. 

Net . ripple-corrected fluxes aie set 
tQ ',zero when IA-Acl> 2.6 K/rrm 

where 
K = ripple constant 
m = order number 
AC = blaze wavelength in 

}. (=K/ m) 
A= wavelength in i (before 

corrections described above) 
Furthermore, a 7-point "optimal" 
filter is used to condition the 
noise inherent in raw lUE images as 
discussed in "IUE Data Reduction 
XXV." 

The header label associated with the 
data files gives the names of the 
new reduct:Lon programs (PHOTOM, 
SPECHI, POSTHI) and in addition 
gives the time of the midpoint of 
the observation, the target 
coordinates, and a statement noting 
that either an automatic or a manual 
shif t was used. 
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Data quality during this period was different from that after end end date 
as follows: 

(1) 	 The spectral resolution was not as good. 

(2) 	 Because of the broader extraction slit and geometric 
smoothing used, there was less noise apparent in 
the spectra. 

(3) 	 Reseaux and noise spikes are smoothed into the 

background spectrum, and when the background is 

then subtracted from the gross to produce the net, 

erroneous broad dips or rises are produced. 


(4) 	 The calculated net flux at the closely-spaced high 

orders was less due to the generally higher back

ground flux level. 


MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• Program names GEOM, FIGOR, DATEXTH2 in history label 

• 1204-byte record lengths for extracted-spectrum files. 
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No. 83 
>,~~ ';t:.r:;, -. .:r 1 

Title: Round-off error in dispersion constants listed in 
, .', t .' ... ," I 

record 0 of extracted 	spectral ' files. 
') . - f .~ ' .Il ) ,' 

.~r ':"-. ". tq .... 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: LOW PROCESSING: Extracted Spectra 

MEDIA: Tape 
,. 

DATES: BEGIN 18:1-0 	 03 Nov. 1980-' (LWR,. 'SWP) END. 19:30 16 Nov. 1981 (GSFC) 
17 Aug. 1981 (LWP) 

BEGIN 16:00 10 Mar. 	 1981 11 Mar. 1982 (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF 	 PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100%
I . , , 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 4500 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SOCAR 287 

DESCRIPTION: Record 0 (the scale-factor record) of the extracted spectral 
file contains the first 12 significant digits of each dispersion constant and 
its exponent m when the value is expressed in the form: O.nnnn •••• x lo±m. 
The twelfth digit was to be rounded off by adding 0.5 x 10-12 to the 
dispersion constant after dividing by the appropriate power of ten. Durinf 
the period defined above, however, the program SPECLO was adding 0.5 x 10- 2 
before division by the power of ten. The result was that dispersion constants 
greater than or equal to 1.0 in absolute value would be rounded-off in a digit 
less significant than the twelfth and that dispersion constants less than 0.1 
in absolute value would be rounded-off in a digit more significant than the 
twelfth. Dispersion constants with absolute value greater than or equal to 
0.1 but less than 1.0 would not be affected. Since in low dispersion the 
dispersion constants are all greater than 0.1 in absolute value, the round-off 
error, when it occurred at all, was of the first type. 
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No. 84 

TITLE: 	 Camera and image sequence number of raw image (used for 
locating reseaux) not contained in first line of reseau
position data set. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: N/A PROCESSING: 	 Reseau-position 
data-set 

MEDIA: Tape 

DATES: BEGIN 03 April 1978 END 15:10 23 Nov. 1981 (GSFC) 

BEGIN N/A END N/A (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 400 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SOCAR 248 

DESCRIPTION: The reseau-position data set which contains the found reseau 
positions from a flood lamp image is written to the Guest Observer tape for 
special processing requests and to a "PHCAL" Guest Observer tape for the 
standard wavelength calibration processing. In both cases, prior to the end 
date the reseau file header label contained no identification in line 1 
relating to the floodlamp camera and image number. Accordingly, a change was 
made to the reseau-finding program FNDRES so that bytes 41-72 of line 1 of the 
input floodlamp image label are copied into the same location of the output 
reseau file label. These bytes contain the camera, image number, station ID 
flag, etc., which are normally passed on to output files by IUESIPS processing 
so that reseau sets, like other derived files, can now be identified with the 
image from which they were derived. 

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• Bytes 41-72 of reseau-file label are blank 
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No. 85 

TITLE: Possible slight automatic registration errors. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: 	 Low (old & new SW) PROCESSING: Extracted spectra 
High (old SW) 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN 

BEGIN 

02:00 

17:00 

10 Sept. 1978 

01 Feb. 1979 

END 

END 

16:20 
19:40 

24 Nov. 
24 Nov. 

1981 
1981 

(new 
(old 

low 
SW) 

SW) 
(GSFC) 

(VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 70% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 20,000 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SOCARS 283,292,293, 29 LI, "rUE Data Reduct ion 
XXVI: Automatic Registration of the Extraction Slit with the Spectral 
Format", NASA lUE Newsletter No. 18, March 1982; Minutes of the Meeting of the 
rUE Users' Committee, March 1982, CSC/TM-82/6103. 

DESCRIPTION: A number of changes to the automatic registration software, 
discussed below, were made during the period between 3 Nov. 1981 and 24 Nov. 
1981. Note that no end date applies to the new high dispersion software, 
since the changes to the program DCSHIFT affecting high dispersion were 
already in place when the new high dispersion reduction software was 
implemented (see Configuration No. 82). Although all changes described herein 
were in pfate at GSFC by 24 Nov. 1981, certain of the changes were implemented 
earlier. Consequently, the effective time/date (at GSFC) for each change 
affecting the new low dispersion software is noted by each paragraph below. 
For the old software both in low and high dispersion, the effective 
implementation date of all changes is 19:40 24 Nov. 1981. 

(continued on next page) 
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Trailed Spectra: 

14:15 	 13 Nov. 1981 - The algorithm for calculating the automatic registration 
shift for low dispersion trailed images requires determining the point 
at which the square of the difference between the normalized template 
and image rowsums is a minimum. The sof tware employed previously, 
however, because of a coding error, searched for the minimum of the 
difference times 2 rather than the difference squared. Although the 
magnitude of the resulting error cannot be calculated for the general 
case, tes ts made with pseudo-images showed the errors in the applied 
shifts to be less than 1 pixel. 

14:15 	 13 Nov. 1981 - The previous software did not, in measuring shifts, 
discriminate against areas of LWR images affected by microphonic 
noise. The modified software uses the information provided by the 
microphonics detection program MICRO to ignore shifts determined in the 
regions containing microphonic noise. Errors in final shifts induced 
by microphonic contamination are expected to be quite small, since only 
a small number of search areas would be affected. 

14:15 	 13 Nov. 1981 - The previous software did not discriminate against 

shifts measured at the very edge of a search area where proper 

interpolation of the fractional-pixel shift was not possible; the 

modified software does discriminate against such cases. It is 

doubtful, however, that any errors were induced by this effect since 

shifts as large as 6 pixels were allowed within the search area for 

trailed spectra. 


16:20 	 24 Nov. 1981 - The previous software excluded search areas in which the 
maximum rowsum (see the referenced Newsletter report) divided by the 
minimum rowsum (i.e., background) was less than 1.5; here, a rowsum 
equals the total DN value of 3 diagonal pixels. In the modified 
software, the signal-to-noise test requires that the average DN of 
the 5 central rowsums minus the average DN of the 5 edge rowsums (i.e., 
background) be greater than 30 DN. The effect of the previous software 
was to exclude search areas containing high background levels, whereas 
such areas are now felt to be measureable. 

16:20 	 24 Nov. 1981 - Under the previous software, if less than 4 of the 12 
search areas were acceptable, manual registration would be required; 
under the modified software, at least 6 of the 12 search areas must be 
acceptable for automatic registration. 
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16:20 	 24 Nov. 1981 - The previous software excluded search areas if any 
rowsum was equal to 765 DN (3 x 255 DN). Since the template used for 
trailed images is primarily sensitive to the edges of the spectral 
order rather than a central peak as for point source images, this 
constraint was removed in the modified software. The previous software 
excluded certain search areas unnecessarily, which resulted in more 
images requiring the less accurate manual registration procedure. 

Point Source Spectra 

18:10 	 3 Nov. 1981 - The previous software could not determine shifts greater 
than 2.8 pixels in the direction perpendicular to the dispersion. The 
modified software employs a larger search area to allow shifts up to 
3.5 pixels. 

18:10 	 3 Nov. 1981 - As mentioned above for trailed spectra, the previous 
software did not discriminate against areas of LWR images affected by 
microphonic noise. 

18:10 	 3 Nov. 1981 - The previous software allowed 2 of the 12 shifts to be 
measured at the very edge of a search area where proper interpolation 
was not possible; the modified software allows none. 

18:10 	3 Nov. 1981 - Under the previous software, shifts for at least 4 of the 
12 search areas were required to be acceptable for automatic 
registration to occur; under the modified software, this number is 
increased to 6 of 12 search areas. 
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No. 86 

TITLE: 	 Redundant "L" in column 7 2 of label of certain processed 
data files sent to NSSDC. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: 	 All but raw image 

(NSSDC tapes only) 


MEDIA Tape 

DATES: 	 BEGIN 10 Dec. 1979 END 13:21 29 April 1982 (GSFC) 

BEGIN N/A END N/A 	 (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 	 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 11000 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC PPMR 306; CSC/TM-79/6301 or CSC/TM-81/6268. 

DESCRIPTION: This problem affected only those tapes sent to the National 
Space Science Data Center (NSSDC). Regular Guest Observer tapes were not 
affected. The EBCDIC character "L" in coluum 72 of a header label record is 
used to signal the end of header label information. (See CSC TM's referenced 
above). Prior to the end date, the applications program VBBLK. which writes 
data files in blocked format for use at the NSSDC, incorrectly wrote an "L" 
into column 72 of the last 2 lines (logical records) of the header label for 
any file which did not contain an integer multiple of 5 lines in the label. 

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• "L" in last 2 logical records of label. 
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No. 87 

TITLE: 	 Incompletely extract data from last spectral order 
of high dispersion spectra. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: High PROCESSING: Extracted Spectra 

MEOlA: Tape, Ca1Comp 

DATES: I1EGIN 14: 18 10 Nov. 1981 (LWR,SWP) END 16:45 05 May 1982 (GSFC) 
20:30 07 Jan. 1982 (LWP) 

l~EGIN 11 Mar. 1982 END 07 Jul. 1982 (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATEO NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 1000 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC SOCAR 300 

DESCRIPTION: During the time period indicated, the applications 
program POSTHI did not read the last data record from the output files of an 
intermediate program step (SORTHI). Since the last data record was generally 
on l y partially filled, this meant that between 1 and 60 data points were being 
excluded from the last order contained in the MEHI file and displayed on the 
CalComp plot. (In some cases the last order did not appear at all on the 
Ca1Comp; however, at least part of the data from the last order was always 
i ncluded in the MERI file). In the test run conducted using corrected 
software for an SWP image, only 4 points were added to order 66 in the MEHI 
file. Note that because of the 63-point smoothing applied to the extracted 
background flux before the NET and ABNET fluxes are calculated, the added data 
points will change the last 31 NET and ABNET flux values in the last extracted 
spectral order. 
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No. 88 

TITLE: 	 Error in the observation date calculation used in the 
high dispersion heliocentric velocity correction (and 
written to the header label for both dispersion modes). 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: Extracted Spectra 

MEDIA: 	 Tape, CalComp 

DATES: 	 BEGIN 00: 11 04 Nov. 1980 (low) END 13: 47 6 May 1982 (Low) 
14:18 	 10 Nov. 1981 (high) 16:45 5 May 1982 (High) (GSFC) 

BEGIN 16:00 	 10 Mar. 1981 (Low) END 7 Jul. 1982 (VILSPA) 
11 Mar. 1982 (High) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 2% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED:; 150 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC PPMR 313, 314, 	CSC/TM-79/6301 or 
CSC/TM--81/6268 

DESCRIPTION: The midpoint of observation is calculated by locating the time 
of the end of exposure in the event status portion of the image header label 
(lines 10-32; see CSC THIs referenced above) and subtracting half of the 
exposure (duration) time specified in line 2 of the header label. Although 
this technique will only be as accurate as the extracted label information 
mentioned above, it was found that the programs POSTHI and SPECLO WerE! not 
reading the event status entry given in line 10 of the header label. If the 
time of end of exposure happened to be specified in this particular entry (out 
of the total of 45 entries) the above programs would write an anomalous 
observation date into the processing history portion of the header label and 
POSTHI would apply an in<:orrect velocity correction to the ABNET wavelength 
assignments. 

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• 	 Inspection of observation time recorded in processing history portion 

of label. 


• 	 Inspection of event-status entries in label to determine whether the end

of-exposure command for the image in question is in line 10 of label. 

The software identifies end-of-exposure commands by an initial 12-byte 

EBCDIC character string of the form. 


"hhmmss FIN n" 

where 	 hh ~ hours 

mm minutes 

ss seconds 


n camera number. 

The most recent (Le., latest time) entry of this form above the double 
blank lines in the event status section, for which the camera number agrees 
wi th the camera number specif ied in line 1 of the label, is the one selected 
by the software to represent the end of exposure. 
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No. 89 

TITLE: 	 Er ror in handli ng negative decli nation values in high 
di spers i on processing. 

DATA AFFECTED 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: High PROCESSING: Extracted spectra 

MEDIA: 	 Tape 

DATES: 	 BEGIN 14:18 10 Nov. 1981 END 14:40 5 Aug .. 1982 (GSFC) 

BEGIN 11 Mar. 1982 END 19 Oct. 1982 (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTI ON OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 50% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 750 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC PPMR 318; "IUE Data Reduction XXVIII," 
NASA IUE News let te r No . 20, January 1983. 

DESCRIPTION: Two errors existed in the way in wh i ch negative declination 
values were handl~d by the program POSTHI, which performs post-extraction 
processing of high- dispersion spectra. 

1. 	 The dec lination value used in the heliocentric velocity correction 
procedure was calculated by adding the minutes and seconds of 
decl i na t i on (as ~sit fve quantities) to the degrees of declination 
rega r dless of whether the degrees term was positive or negative. This 
resulted in errors of up to 2 degrees in the decHnation value, which 
in tu r n resulted in small errors in the net velocity correction 
because of the erroneous line-of-sight. 

2. 	 The sign for negative declinations did not appear in the portion of 
t he processing- history label where the target coordinates actually 
used are specified (the label line beginning "TARGET COORD, (1950):"). 

On the end da te shown above, these problems were corrected. These changes 

were also a nnounced i n the Newsletter article referenced above. 


MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• 	 Negative declination value stored in line 37 of header label (as written by 
operations s0ftware), but negative sign missing in processing history 
label line r efe rred to above. 
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TITLE: Error in scali ng net r ipple-correct ed fluxes in high dispersion. 

DATA AFFE CTED: 

CAMERA: Al l DI SPERSION: High PROCESSING: Extracted spectra 

MEDIA: Tape 

DATES: BEGIN 14:18 10 Nov. 1981 END 14: 40 05 Aug . 1982 (GSFC) 

BEGIN 11 Mar. 1982 END 16 Jul. 1982 (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED : 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 1500 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: VILSPA Softwa r e Mo difica t ion Report R14A-l , GSFC 
PPMR 324 , "IUE Da t a Reduct i on XXVI II," NASA rUE Newsle tte r No . 20, ~lanuary 

1983. 

DESCRIPT I ON An error exist ed i n the s caling of the r ipple-corrected ne t 
spectra l f l uxes genera ted by the progyam POSTHI. The conversion of f l oating
point r ipple-corrected net flux va lues to s caled-i ntege r fl uxes for inclusion 
in the MEHI tape file was i ncorre c tly done on t he bas is of the maxi mum and 
minimum f loating-point values for the uncorrected net f lux. This caus ed any 
ripple- cor rected net flux value exce eding t he maximum uncorre ced net f l ux to 
be int e rpreted on tape as a negative value . 

This problem was corrected on the end dates shown above and was also discussed 
in the Newsle tte r article refe r enced. 

MEANS OF I DENTI FYI NG AFFECTED DATA 

• 	 Incongruously negat i ve flux values i n the ne t ri pple-cor re cted spect rum 

on t he GO tape . 
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No. 91 

TITLE: 	 Perform photometric correction in low dispersion (under new 
80£ twat'e) without spat ial truncat ion due to partial-read boundaries. 

DATA AFFECTED 

CAMERA: All DISPERSI ON: Low PROCESSING: PI only 

MEDIA: Tape, Photowri t e 

DATES: BEGIN 00: 11 04 Nov. 1980 END 19:45 27 Aug. 1982 (GSFC) 
17 Aug . 1981 (LWP) 

BEGIN 16 :00 10 Ma r. 1981 END 19 Oct. 1982 (VILSPA) 

EST IMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AF FECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGE S AFFECTED : 7500 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION GSFC PPMR 321; "IUE Data Reduction XXIX", NASA 
lUE Newsletter No. 20, January 1983. 

DESCRIPTION: Since the start up of the new reduction sof tware on the start 
dates s hown above, the phot ometric corre ct i on for low dispersion images has 
been done only within a swath surrounding the spectral order. The possibility 
that ·partial-read" images (images for which only a rectangular portion of the 
vidi con target, encompass i ng t he l ow-di spers i on spectrum, is read out) may 
become a user option prompted the devel opment of a means of handling the 
photome tric correction i n low dispersion s o as to facilitate partial-read 
image processing. 

Therefore , the program PHOTOM was changed on the end dates shown so that for 
all low di spersion images (whether part i al- read images or not), pixels outside 
or-the partial-read image boundaries are lef t unchanged (raw DN). This 
insur es that when partial-read images a re processed, the zero-DN pixels added 
on to f ill a fu l l frame (768x768) wi ll be left as zeroes, rather than being 
extrapo lated meaninglessly to negat i ve FN l evels if they happen to fall within 
the low dispersion PHOTOM swath. With t his change, all low dispersion 
images wi l l have the corne rs of the photome t rically corrected region truncated 
wherever t he partial-read bounda r ies i mpinge upon the PHOTOM swath. This 
truncat ion, discussed fu r the r i n the Newslet t er article referenced above, does 
not aff ect the extracted s pectral da t a. 
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MEANS OF IDENtIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• 	 Truncation of certain edges of the PHOTOM swath (as illustrated below 
schematically for the SWP case). 

~ 
L--uncated area 

L truncated ..rea 
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No. 92 

TITLE: 	 Petfonn photometric correction in low dispersion (under new software) 
in a non-optimally centered swath. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA : ALL DISPERSION: Low PROCESSING: PI only 

HEDIA: Tape, Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN 00:11 04 Nov. 1980 END 19 :45 27 Aug. 1982 (GSFC) 
17 Aug. 1981 (LWP) 

BEGIN 16:00 10 Mar. 1981 END 19 Oct. 1982 (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 7500 

PERTINENT DOCU~£NTATION: GSFC PPMR 322 

DESCRIPTION: On the end dates shown, coincident with the change described by 
Configuration No. 91, the centering of the swath defining the primary 
constraint on the photometrically corrected area was optimized to lie more 
precisely between the large and small apertures. Prior to that time the swath 
had been miscentered by up to several pixels (without, however, affecting the 
extracted spectral data). 
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No. 93 

TITLE: Utilite old echelle ripple correction in high dispersion. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: High PROCESSING: Extracted Spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp 

DATES: BEGIN 03 Apr. 1978 END 19:45 27 Aug. 1982 (GSFC) 

BEGIN 17 Apr. 1978 END 19 Oct. 1982 (VILSPA) 


ESTIMATED FRACTION OF' PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 


ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 12000 


PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC PPMR 308; "IUE Data Reduction XXVIII," NASA IUE 

Newsletter No. 20, January 1983; "IUE Camera Sensitivities and the Echelle-

Ripple Correction," NASA IUE Newsletter No. 19, July 1982;" 

Conf igurations No. 6 andl ~ 


DESCRIPTION: Prior to the end dates listed, the echelle blaze ("ripple") 
correction was done according to the formula 

Fcorr (A) F( A) 
R(A) 

where Fcorr (A) is the corrected flux, F(A) the uncorrected flux, and 

R(A) sin2x (l+ax2 ) 
2x 

x 11m2 (A- A ) 
G 

K 

A K c 
m 

m order number, 

and a and K are appropriately chosen constants (see Configurations 

No.6 and 17). 
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As a result of the analysis done by T. Ake (Newsletter No. 19, alone), an 
improved ripple correction, of the form . 

sinc 2 mna (I-K/m/A), 

where K is allowed to be a second-order function of m, was adopted 

for production use on the end dates shown. K and a values used are 

listed below. 


SWP, SWR 	 LWR, LWP 

K 138827.0 - 27.43m + 0.1659m2 K = 230012.0+17.25m - 0.0599m2 

a = 0.856 	 a = 0.896 

The constants were directly determined for SWP and LWR only and are also 
adopted for the SWR and LWP cases, respectively, until separate 
determinations can be made. 

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• 	 Old-form correction constants (K not a function of m) in processing 
his tory labeL 
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No. 94 

TITLE: 	 Use of non-optimal pixel offsets from small to large aperture 
in LWP. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: LWP DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: Extracted Spectra 

MEDlA: 	 Tape, CalComp 

DATES: BEGIN 17 Aug. 81 END 17:20 21 ~ept. 1982 (GSFC) 

BEGIN 10 Mar. 82 END 19 Oct. 1982 (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 50% (large-aperture only) 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 200 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION GSFC PPMR 326; "IUE Data Reduction XXXI," NASA 
rUE Newslette~ No. 20, January 1983. 

DESCRIPTION: Prior to the end dates specified, the small-to-Iarge aperture 
offsets used to transplant the fundamental LWP small-aperture dispersion 
relations to the large aperture were mirror-reflections of the values used for 
the LWR camera. Although the spectral scale as seen by the two long
wavelength cameras is essentially the same, the orientation of the camera scan 
lines relative to the spectral orders is slightly different, which means that 
a mtrror reflection of the LWR values is not optimal for LWP. The old and new 
offset values are tabulated below, in pixels. 

~L IJ.S R 

Old +19.4 +18.6 26.9 

New +18.1 +19.9 26.9 


R = [(6L)2 + (6S)2rh 

Assuming the new offsets correctly indicate the location of objects placed in 
the large aperture , the use of the old offsets introduced a wavelength error 
of -4.8 A in low dis persion and a velocity error of -1.0 km s-l in high 
dispersion, for large aperture spectra. 
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No. 95 

TITLE Use of Mar ch 19 79 - Janua ry 1981 mean dispersion constants 
for LWR and SWP. 

DATA AFFECTED : 

CAMERA: LWR & SWP DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: Extracted Spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN 18 : 00 30 April 1981 (high) END 17:20 21 September 1982 (GSFC) 
05:00 03 March 198 1 (low) 

BEGIN END (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 8,500 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATI ON: GSFC PPMRs 301, 302, 30 5, 309, 311, 319, 320,325, 
326, 327; "IUE Da ta Reduction XXX" NASA IUE Newsletter No,. 20, Jan. 1983; 
Minutes of the I UE Use r s Committee Meeting-Sept. 27-28 1982, CSC/TM/6211. 
Configurat ions No. 67 and 72; "IUE Data Reduction XXXII" NASA IUE Newsletter 
No. 21, May 1983. ----

DESCRIPTION: Th e dispersion constants used during this time period represent 
an average of di s persion so l utions o btained between March 1979 and January 
1981. (See " lUE Data Reduction XXX" and Configurations number 72 and 67). 
These cons t ant s we re rep laced on the end dates above with a new mean set of 
dispersion cons t ant s based on 45 SWP h i gh di spersion images, 44 SWP low 
dispersion images, 47 L\JR high dispersi on images and 46 LWR low dispersion 
images obt ained between January 1980 and August 1982. It was felt that the 
larger data base inc l uding more recent calibration images represented a more 
appropri ate set f or det ermining mean dispers ion constants and correlation 
coefficient s. The new dispersion relations, including updated temperature and 
time correct ions , also incorporate several improvements made to the procedures 
for calcul ating dispers ion constants which are summarized below: 
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Date of PPMR 
Implementation 

2/1/82 301 

2/5/82 302 

4/19/82 309-311 

7/26/82 319 

7/26/82 320 

8/27/82 325 

Description 

Temperature and time corrections were 
applied to the preliminary dispersion 
relation that are inpu t to the program 
WAVECAL. These preliminary dispersion 
constants define the s t arting search 
locations used to identif y the platinum 
emission lines. 

The improved s t art ing sear ch locations 
described a bove allowe d t he use of 
smaller search areas (i .e., f rom 11 x 11 
pixels to 7 x 7 pixels ) . The smaller 
search areas improved the cross
correlations used to identify line locations. 

An LWR reseau whi ch was commonly 
misidentified was removed from the file 
of "searched-for" reseaux. This modification 
has the effect of improving the 
geometric correction procedure 
which is applied to the wavelength 
calibration images. 

The program FNDRES was modified to center 
more closely the cross-correlation matrix 
on the input reseau positions and to delete 
the central reseau area from the calculation 
of the mean background level. These changes 
improve the reseau-finding procedure. 

The input parameters to th e reseau-finding 
program FNDRES were modified to reduce the 
search area from 12 x 12 pixels to 7 x 7 
pixels. As was the case in WAVE CAL with 
finding the Pt-Ne emission lines, the smaller 
search area in FNDRES should improve the 
cross-correlations used to identify reseau 
positions and thereby improve the geometric 
correction procedure. 

The search area described above was further 
reduced to 6 x 6 pixels (from 7 x 7 pixels) 
after an analysis of FNDRES showed that 
specifying an even number of pixels improved 
the centering of the correlation matrix on 
the input reseau positions. 
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The new dispersion constants are given below and should appear as shown in the 
header label of the extracted spectral files (aside from the A and B terms, which 
are subject to adjustment for thermal and registration shifts). The correlation 
coefficients shown for the temperature and time corrections are defined such that 
the mean time and temperature correspond to a correction of zero and are applied to 
the dispersion constants by adding a value W such that 

W = WI + W2T + W3t 

where 

T head amplifier temperature (THDA, in CO) and 
t number of days since January I, 1978. 

Updated Coefficients Defining the Dispersion Re l ations 
for the Small Aperture (High Dispersion) 

Dispersion Constants /"" 

LWR HIGH SWP HIGH 

-4.877917909118001E-03 6.218892050975904E 02Al 
A2 1.472791022260271E-Ol -1.723188694946298E-Ol 
A3 -5.522146305212622E-07 1.273046286227277E-06 

A4 7.449215787825510E-03 2.768587190334483E-02 


2.7673499 97273978E-Ol -4.654400112925802E-Ol
A5 
A6 2.920103076528571E-09 -1.991352524783476E-07 
A7 1.110510384889110E-07 -1.311560455819058E-08 

Bl 1.540903104020054E 04 -7.263344544922493E 03 
B2 -2.774574415612283E-Ol -1.1679486 13338929E-Ol 

B3 
 9.077724306570848E-07 1.217348513144755E-06 

B4 5.925811878052170E-02 -8.673599101745499E-04 

B5 
 2.260993410233010E-Ol 3~98809 67 37403947E-Ol 


-8.019420360642425E-09 2.123655462298873E-08 

B7 4.017085561525235E-09 -1.725994284098098E-07 

B6 

Correlation Coefficients 

W1(S) 5.279257774353027E 00 -2.243103027343750E 00 
W2(S) -2.944609522819519E-Ol 2.709355205297470E-02 
W3(S) -1.101587899029255E-03 1.696390565484762E-03 

WI (L) -8.647566795349121E 00 -2.585970878601074E 00 
W2(L) 5.825527310371399E-Ol 2.170356512069702E-Ol 
W3(L) 6.621174979954958E-04 5 .6 93519487977028E-04 
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Updated Coefficients Defining the Dispersion Relations 

for the Small Aperture (Low Dispersion) 

Al 
A2 

Bl 
B2 

WI (S) 
W2(S) 
W3(S) 

WI (L) 
W2(L) 
W3(L) 

MEANS 

Dispersion Constants 

LWR LOW 

-2.990875719313456E 02 

3.022277020991960E-Ol 


-2.644043768193267E 02 

2.255967850073182E-Ol 


Correlation Coefficients 

5.347592353820801E 00 

-2.516177892684937E-Ol 

-1.652141334488988E-03 


-8.600588798522949E 00 

5.316009521484375E-Ol 

1.222184859216213E-03 


OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• The values for, and descriptions of, 

SWPLOW 

9.831253793383688E 02 

-4.664930974754992E-Ol 


-2.633819950912196E 02 

3.762518274366946E-Ol 


-2.239044189453125E 00 

1.984719652682543D-03 

1.870391191914678E-03 


-1.632983207702637E 00 

1.545836925506592E-Ol 

2.332759177079424E-04 


the dispersion constants, as given in 
the image label) will differ from those for the above mean constants (the 
Al and Bl terms will normally vary from image to image). 
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No. 96 

TITLE: Use of LWP dispersion constant files derived from single 
calibration images obtained on GMT day 168, 1981. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: LWP DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: Extracted spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN 17 August 1981 END 17:20 21 Sept. 1982 (GSFC) 

BEGIN END (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 300 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC PPMRs 326, 327; "IUE Data Reduction XXX" 
NASA IUE Newsletter No. 20, Jan. 1983 (note errata in NASA rUE 
Ne;Sletter No. 21, May 1983); "IUE Data Reduction XXX(;;- NASA IUE 
Newsletter No. 20, Jan. 1983; Configuration No. 95. ------ 

The LWP dispersion constants used during the above time period represent 
dispersion solutions obtained from single high and low dispersion calibration 
images (LWP 1220 low, LWP 1221 high). These constants were replaced on the 
end dates shown above with a new mean set of dispersion constants based on 14 
LWP high and low dispersion images obtained between 17 June 1980 and 17 August 
1982. The new dispersion relations (listed below in Table 1) incorporate 
several improvements to the procedures for calculating dispersion constants 
which are described in Configuration No. 95. Note that temperature and time 
corrections, which are implemented for the LWR and SWP cameras, have not been 
implemented for the LWP camera. 
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Updated 

Al 

Bl 

A2 


B2 

A3 
B3 
A4 
B4 
AS 
BS 
A6 
B6 
A7 
B7 

Table 1 

Coefficients Defining the Dispersion Relations 
for the Small Aperture 

LWP High LWP Low 

7092.434 104S.484 
-102.733 -272.238 

18332.296E-S -286.471E-3 
-13694.831E-S 246.469E-3 

6804.252E-I0 
S902.048E-I0 
167S.931E-2 

O. 

374.701E-3 

330.48SE-3 


-721.S26E-7 

180.210E-I0 


-284.761E-8 

-36.S29E-8 
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No. 97 

TITLE 	 No optimal filtering for noise conditioning 
in LWP high dispersion processing. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: LWP DISPERSION: High PROCESSING: Extracted spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp 

DATES: BEGIN 14:18 10 Nov. 1981 END 13:30 11 Oct. 1982 (GSFC) 

BEGIN 11 Mar. 1982 END 19 Oct. 1982 (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 100 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC PPMR 328; "IUE Data Reduction XXV," NASA 
IUE Newsletter No. 18, March 1982; "IUE Data Reduction XXVIII", NASA IUE 
Newsletter No. 20, January 1983. 

DESCRIPTION: The "optimal" noise-conditioning filter applied to the net 
ripple-corrected spectrum under the new reduction software was originally 
defined to be a unity filter in the case of the LWP camera. On the end dates 
shown, filter elements determined by F.H. Schiffer specifically for LWP 
spectra were put into LWP production use. These filter elements now condition 
the noise in the same way as is done for the LWR and SWP cameras. The old and 
new LWP filter weights used are listed below. 

Element No. Old 	 New 

1 0 0.0017 
2 0 0.0076 
3 0 0.1027 
4 1 0.7760 
5 0 0.1027 
6 0 0.0076 
7 0 0.0017 
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No. 98 

TITLE: No flagging of "bright spots". 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: Extracted spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp 

DATES: BEGIN 03 Apr. 1978 END 17:04 19 Nov. 1982 (GSFC) 

BEGIN 17 Apr. 1978 END 19 Oct. 1982 (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 30000 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATlON: GSFC SOCARs 269, 270, 284; GSFC PPMRs 304, 329 

DESCRIPTION: Prior to the end dates listed, standard production processing 
included no flagging of data affected by "bright-spot" artifacts in IUE 
images, Le., discrete bright blemishes due either to permanent "hot pixels" 
or random radiation events. On the dates indicated, the program BSPOT was 
implemented to screen the raw images for bright-spot blemishes by searching 
for pixels with outlying DN values (i.e., pixels with values more than 90 DN 
above the typical local value) according to a specialized mean/median 
filtering routine. Pixels so located are catalogued in a file which is 
decoded by the extraction programs such that flux points with contributions 
from the affected pixels are flagged by the epsilon value - 300. The 
associated CalComp plots have such points plotted with the special symbol 
.. <> ... 
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No. 99 

TITLE: 	 Micr ophonics detection software run in "dummy" mode 
for SWP and LWP cameras. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: LWP, SWP DISPERSION: Bot h PROCESSING: Raw i mage 

MEDIA: 	 Tape , Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN 	 28 Sep. 1981 (low) END 6:03 31 Jan . 1983 (GSFC) 

10 Nov. 1981 (high) 


BEGIN N/A END 	 N/A (VILSPA) 

ESTI MATED FRACTI ON OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 1007. 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 4500 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC PPMR 332 

DESCRIPTION: Wh en the applications pr ogr am MICRO was implemented to flag 
microphonic noise in LWR images (s ee Conf iguration No. 80 ) , the SWP & LWP 
processing schemes at GS FC also included an execution of MI CRO, even though 
MICRO was hardcoded to skip over the de t e ction loop in t he case of SWP or 
LWP. Thus, although the overall scheme structure was s i mpli fi ed by treating 
all cameras a like at the s cheme level, execution time was was ted by MICRO's 
opera tion of reading the raw i mage file and then exiting in t he case of SWP or 
LWP. 

On the end date shown, the SWP and LWP schemes were modified to delete the 
call to MICRO. The only difference noticeable to the user is the lack of the 
MICRO execution tag in the image processing history label. Its pr esence under 
the old scheme configuration was potenti ally misleading since in fact no 
screening for microphonics was done for those cameras. 

MEANS OF I DENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• MICRO execu t i on tag in his to ry portion of image label. 
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No. 100 

TITLE: 	 Possible error in extracting correct head amplifier 
temperature from image header label. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAME RA : LWR & SWP DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: 	 SWP: all but raw image 
LWR.: extracted spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp. PhotoWl-ite 

DATES: BEGIN 

BEGIN 

Low: 
High: 

03 Mar. 
19 May 

1981 
1981 

END 

END 

16:00 24 Feb. 

31 May 

1983 

1983 

(GSFC) 

(VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: < 1 r. 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF' IMAGES AFFECTED: < 100 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC PPMR 333; "IUE Data Reduction XXI," NASA 
IUE Newsletter No. 15, Sep 1981. --- 

DESCRIPTION: When the GMT date (i.e., day number) changed between the time an 
image was exposed and the time it was read, the applications program TCCAL 
would not obtain the correct head amplifier temperture (THDA) from the header 
label. As a result, t.he program would use mean dispersion constants rather 
than applying a temperature and time correction. For SWP, mean displacement 
files would be used rather than temperature corrected displacement files. On 
the end dates indicated, changes to TCCAL were implemented which allow the 
change in day number to be detected and handled properly. 

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: If the read time in line 10 of post-19B1 
image header labels is close to 0 hours and the history 	portion of the header 
label shows mean dispersion constants and reseau positions were used, the 
above error was probably encountered. 
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No. 101 

TITLE: Non-perpendicular manual registration shift. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: Extracted Spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN 17:20 21 Sept. 1982 END 16:00 24 Feb. 1983 (GSFC) 

BEGIN END 31 May 1983 (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 50% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 1100 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC PPMR 334 

DESCRIPTION: The manual registration program, REG, contains values 
representing the approximate angles between the spectral orders and the 
direction in which the read beam moves. These angles are calculated using the 
mean dispersion constants (i.e., slope - (dL/dA)/(dS/dA) and were not 
updated when the new dispersion constants were implemented on September 21, 
1982. The old and new values are given below. In general, the differences 
are so small that little difference would be seen in the extracted spectral 
data. 

Camera Dispersion Old angle(O) Updated angle( 0) 

LWP high 39.6 39.8 
low 310.69 310.7 

LWR high 324.25 324.1 
low 53.26 53.3 

SWP high 37.86 38.0 
low 308.88 308.9 
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No. 102 

TITLE: 	 Use of June 1980 - August 1982 mean LWP dispersion constants 
without a correct i on for temperature. 

DA"i:A AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: LWP DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: Extracted spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

DATES : BEGIN 17:20 21 Sept. 1982 END 16:12 12 April 1983 (GSFC) 
BEGIN END 11 Oct. 1983 (VILSPA) 

~STlMAT~O FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 150 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC PPMRs 336, 335, 327; "IUE Data Reduction XXX" 
NASA IUE Newsletter No. 20 January 1983; Configuration No. 95, "IUE Data 
Reduction XXXII", NASA.!.UE Newsletter No. 21, May 1983. 

DESCRIPTION: The June 1980 - August 1982 mean LWP dispersion constants were 
replaced on the end dates shown above with a new mean set of dispersion 
constants based on 28 high and low dispersion images obtained between June 
1980 and March 1983. The expanded data base not only represented a more 
appropriate set for determining mean dispersion constants but also allowed the 
implementation of a correction for thermal shifts in location of the LWP 
spectral format. 

The new constants and ccrrelation coefficients are given below and should 
appear as shown in the header label of the extracted spectral files (aside 
from the Al + Bl terms, which are subject to adjustment for thermal and 
registration shifts). :::'he correction for temperature is applied by adding a 
value W where 

W WI + W2T + W3t 

T head amplifier temperature (THDA, in CO) and 
t number of days since January 1, 1978. 

The correlation coefficients W above are defined such that the mean 
temperature corresponds to a correction of zero. Note that for the LWP camera 
the W3 coefficients nre set to zero, signifying that no correction fot time is 
applied for this camera. 

http:NASA.!.UE
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page 2 - Nn. lo~ 

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• 	 Values of, and descriptions for, the dtspersion constants (given in image 
label) which differ from those for mean constants (aside from the Al 
and Bl terms). The message "MEAN DC USED" also appE!SrS in the label 
when no temperature correction is applied. 

Updated Coefficients Defining the LWP Dispersion Relations 
for the Small Aperture (High Dispersion) 

DISPERSION CONSTANTS 

Al 6.519567430691839E 03 

A2 -1.778483034226251E-Ol 

A3 6.674819991848808E-07 

A4 1.598582672397747E 01 

AS 3.553799013108267E-Ol 

A6 -6.882926804695988E-05 


. A7 -2.764837136203847E-06 


Bl 1.204170348210633E 03 
B2 -1.481415791069993E-Ol 
B3 6.1413l8065489587E-07 
B4 3.920442560853582E-03 
B5 3.214292514202579E-Ol 
B6 4.968180685794447E-08 
B7 -3.245305013106521E-07 

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 

Wl(S) -9.397546052932739E-Ol 
W2(S) 1.034402847290039E-OI 
W3(S) o. 

Wl(L) -4.678806304931641E-OO 
W2(L) 5.145044326782227E-Ol 
W3(L) O. 
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Updated 	Coef fic i ent s Defining the LWP Di spersion Relations 
f or the Small Aperture (Low Dispersion) 

DISPERS ION CONSTANTS 

Al 1.04 59780735095 56E 03 

A2 -2 .866 2000 1567 1855E-OI 

A3 O. 

A4 O. 

AS O. 

A6 O. 
A7 O. 


Bl -2.72243893571 5S19E 02 

B2 2. 46502188161 2769E-OI 

B3 O. 

B4 O. 

B5 O. 

B6 

B7 O. 


CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 

WI (S) -7.4997 0I976776123E-OI 
W2(S) 8.8 39589357376099E-02 
W3(S) o. 

WI(L) -3 . 39887I 42I8I3965E 00 
W2(L) 4.00 1707434654236E-OI 
W3(L) O. 
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No. 103 

TITLE: 	 Possible corruption of binary temperature data 
contained in image header label. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION Both PROCESSING: All 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp 

DATES: BEGIN 03 Apr. 1978 END 09 May 1983 (GSFC) 
BEGIN END (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: «1 % 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: «350 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC PPMR 347.1 "IUE Data Reduction XIX", NASA IUE 
Newsletter No. 12, January 1981; NASA IUE Newsletter No. 17. February 198~ 
Configurations No. 67, 73, 102. 

DESCRIPTION: The IUESIPS label modification utility program ULFLBM, used when 
an image label is corrupted and/or incomplete as archived by the OCC system, 
was found to delete unprintable characters from the label. This means 
that if the utility was used for modifying (or even displaying) label lines 
40-100, the binary data (e.g. THDA data) contained therein was probably 
corrupted. 

Images with binary label data corrupted in this way would be processed without 
any corrections applied for temperature or time (i.e., corrections would be 
defaulted to mean values). 

NOTE: Images obtained before March 1979 were not considered to have 
reliable temperature data stored in the header label in any 
case, due to characteristics of the OCC software system (see 
"IUE Data Reduction XIX", NASA HTE Newsletter No. 12, 
J a nu a ry 	 1981). -- -

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• 	 In those cases where temperature corrections would otherwise have 
been made (see Configurations number 67, 73 and 102), the existence 
of the condition reported here would be flagged by an indication in the 
processing history portion of the label that "MEAN DC" had been used. 

• 	 Alternatively, the bina~ portion of the label can be directly inspected 
for corruption. For example, the data in label lines 86-100 as described 
on page A-30 of NASA IUE Newsletter No. 17 would be corrupted. 
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No. 104 

TITLE 	 Automatic registration without avoidance of multiple 
regions containing microphonic noise. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: LWR DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: Extracted Spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN 24 Nov. 1981 END 15:00 19 May 1983 (GSFC) 

BEGIN END 	 (VILSPA) 

ESTI MATED FRACT I ON OF PROCESSED rMAGES AFFECTED: «< 1 i. 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: -$.. 5 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC PPMR 340; NASA IUE Newsletter 
No. 18, March 1982; Configuration No. 85.------ 

DESCRIPTION: As described in the Newsletter article mentioned above (see also 
Configuration number 85) the automatic registration program DCSHIFT was 
modified on November 24, 1981 to exclude from the registration shift 
calculation any spectral regions flagged as containing microphonic noise. It 
was assumed, however, that the miclophonic noise for a particular image would 
only occur in one region, and therefore DCSHIFT was programmed to process only 
a single entry from the microphonics-flagging routine MICRO (specifically, the 
first entry written to the header label by MICRO). Since microphonics are now 
known occasionally to occur in more than one region (in a particular image) 
changes were made to DCSHIFT on the end date shown above allowing it to avoid 
up to 10 separate microphonics regions. 

The effect of this error was to cause slightly less accurate registration 
shifts 	than would otherwise be used, although the self consistency checks 
built into the shift calculation would have eliminated large errors. 

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: LWR images processed with automatic 
registration between the end dates shown and containing more than one label 
entry flagging microphonic noise, ~~ be affected. The microphonic noise 
would have to occur in one of the spectral regions used by DCSHIFT for the 
registration calculation (see IUE Newsletter article). 
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No. 105 

TITLE: 	 Automatic registration without avoidance 
of any region containing microphonic noise. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: LWR DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: Extracted Spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN 3:50 31 Jan. 1983 END 15:00 19 May 1983 (GSFC) 

BEGIN END 	 (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: < 10% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: < 60 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC PPMRs 332, 342; Configuration number 104. 

DESCRIPTION: Independent of the changes in capability described in 
Configuration number 104, a modifi.cation to the IUESIPS scheme-generator 
software inadvertantly prevented DCSHIFT from obtaining microphonics flags 
output by the program MICRO. This means that LWR images processed between 31 
Jan. 1983 and 19 May 1983 using the automatic registration procedure did not 
have regions containing microphonic noise excluded from the registration shift 
calculation. 

The effect of this error was to cause slightly less accurate registration 

shifts then would otherwise be used, although the self-consistency checks 

built into the shift calculation would have eliminated large errors. The 

error was corrected on the end date shown above. 


MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 

• 	 LWR images processed with automatic registration during the affected time 
period and containing a label entry flagging microphonic noise may be 
affected. The microphonic noise would have to occur in one of the spectral 
regions used by DCSHIFT for the registration calculation (see reference in 
Configuration number 104). 
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No. 106 

TITLE Low dispersion background smoothing filter width of 30 data points. 

DATA AFFECTED 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: Low PROCESSING: Extracted Spectra 

MEDIA: CalComp, Tape 

DATES: BEGIN 00:11 04 Nov. 1980 END 14:30 22 July 1983 (GSFC) 

BEGIN 16:00 10 Mar. 1981 END 11 Oct. 1983 (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 5,000 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC PPMR 347; Configuration number 60. 

DESCRIPTION: The low dispersion extraction routine POSTLO implemented on the 
start dates shown uses a double-pass mean filter for smoothing the low 
dispersion extracted background flux after a median filter is applied. (See 
Configuration number 60). The default filter width was documented as being 31 
data points, although the program was actually coded to use 30 points. 
Changing the width to 31 on the end date shown resulted in a slight change to 
the net and the absolutely-calibrated net spectral fluxes stored in the MELO 
data file. 

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED IMAGES: 

• 	 All low dispersion images processed during the time period shown will 
be af f ect ed. 
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No. 107 

TITLE: 	 Error in handling extracted LWR spectral data from images 
flagged as containing more than one region of microphonic noise. 

DATA AFFECTED; 

CAMERA: LWR DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: Extracted Spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN 14:28 	 28 Sept. 1981 (low) END 12:35 21 July 1983 (low) 
10 Nov. 1981 (high) 19:46 25 July 1983 (high) (GSFC) 

BEGIN END 	 27 Apr. 1984 (low) 
27 Apr. 1984 (high) (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: «1% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: < 5 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC PPMR's 339, 338 

DESCRIPTION: The data extraction routines SPECLO and SPECHI were coded to 
handle only a single occurrence of microphonic noise in LWR spectral images. 
If the microphonics flagging program, MICRO, flagged more than one region as 
containing microphonic noise, the programs SPECLO and SPECHI would properly 
flag as contaminated (i.e •• set the epsilon value equal to -220) only those 
spectral data extracted from the last region. Since the background flux 
calculation excludes data points flagged as containing microphonic noise, a 
slight error in the derived net and absolutely-calibrated net fluxes would 
occur as well. 

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED IMAGES: 

• 	 LWR images with more than one region of microphonic noise identified in the 

header label and processed during the affected time period. 




No. 108 

TITLE: 	 Incorrect observation date calculation when the GMT day number 
changes between the end of exposure and the time of read. 

DATA AFFECTED 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: Both PROCESSING: Extracted Spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp 

DATES: BEGIN SWP, 00:11 04 Nov. 1980 (low) END 14:15 12 July 1983 (low) 
[. LWR: 10 Nov. 1981 (high) 15:45 27 July 1983 (high) (GSFC) 

LWP: 17 Aug. 1981 (low) 
07 Jan. 1982 (high) 

BEGIN END 27 Ap r . 1984 (low) 

27 Apr. 1984 (high) (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: «5% 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: «500 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION GSFC PPMRs 344,345; Configuration number 100. 

DESCRIPTION: When the GMT day number changes between the time an image 
exposure ends and the time it is read (as recorded in the image header label), 
t he extraction routines POSTHI and SPECLO introduced an error of 24 hours in 
t he observation date calculation. In low dispersion this error appeared in 
t he header label and in the scale-factor record ("record 0") of the extracted 
spectral file where the midpoint of observation is recorded. Additionally, in 
high dispersion, an error would occur in the heliocentric velocity correction 
which is applied to the extracted spectral data on the basis of the calculated 
observation date. 

MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED IMAGES: 

• 	 If the read time in line 10 of the image header label is close to, but 
greater than, 0 hours and the GMT date in line 10 is the same as the 
observation date listed in the history portion of the header label, then 
the error may have occurred. The only way to be certain is to check the 
time entries in the event status portion of the header label and see if the 
end of exposure entry and the time of read entry differ numerically by - 24 
hours. 
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No. 109 

TITLE: No absolute calibration of LWP low dispersion fluxes. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: LWP DISPERSION: Low PROCESSING: Extracted Spectra 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp 

DATES: BEGIN 3 Apr. 1978 END 17:40 19 Oct. 1983 (GSFC) 

BEGIN END 11 Oct. 1983 (VILSPA) 


ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 


ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 600 


PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC PPMR 352, .ESA IUE Newsletter No. 17; 
NASA IUE Newsletter No. 23, Dec. 1983, p. 20. 

DESCRIPTION: Prior to the end date shown above, no absolute calibration had 
been applied to LWP low dispersion net spectra. As of the end date, the LWP 
ABNET fluxes are calculated from the net fluxes using the absolute calibration 
for LWP presented in the Newsletter articles referenced. 
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No. 110 

TITLE : No method for i dentifying modified image header label parameters. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: All DISPERSION: Bo th PROCESSING: All 

MEDIA: Tape, CalComp, Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN 03 April 1978 END 18 : 35 19 Oc t. 1983 (GSFC) 

BEGIN E~ (VILSPA) 

ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGE S AFFECTED: < 1% 

EST IMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: < 350 

PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC PPMR 350. 

DESCRIPTION: Prior to the end dates shown, there existed no means of 
identifyi ng situations in which certain image header label parameters needed 
by lUESIPS had been modified. The scheme LABINMOD, implemented on the end 
date, is an interim solution t o the requirement f or a means of replacing 
cert ain header label entries which are used by lUESIPS in those cases where 
those entries are in error or missing. Erroneous values are preserved as an 
audit record. 

LAB INMOD first creates an appendage t o t he heade r label which indicates which 
parameter s have been modified and t heir origina l values. After those values 
are reco rded, the parame ter entries in the label are corrected in place. 

Only certain label ent ries can be replaced by LABI NMOD. They are: camera, 
image number, program identification, read t ime , right ascension, declination, 
and exposure time. 

It is planned that LABINMOD wil l be r epl aced in the future by a scheme which 
will leave the bad label parameters as is and s tor e the corrected values in an 
appendage patterned af ter the VILSPA data bank appendage. 
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No. III 

TITLE: 	 Inaccurate message "MEAN DC USED" in label of 
temperature-corrected LWP images. 

DATA AFFECTED: 

CAMERA: LWP DISPERSION: Low PROCESSING: Extracted spectra 

MEDLA: Tape, Photowrite 

DATES: BEGIN 16:11 12 Apr. 1983 END 18:15 9 Nov. 1983 (GSFC) 

BEGIN END (VILSPA) 


ESTIMATED FRACTION OF PROCESSED IMAGES AFFECTED: 100% 


ESTIMATED NUMBER OF IMAGES AFFECTED: 400 


PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION: GSFC PPMR 351. 


DESCRIPTION: Prior to this time period, no head amplifier temperature (THDA) 

correction was applied to the mean dispersion constants in the case of LWP 

images (See Configuration No. 102). During this period THDA corrections were 

made to LWP spectra, but their header labels incorrectly indicate that the 

mean dispersion constants (uncorrected) were used. 


MEANS OF IDENTIFYING AFFECTED DATA: 


• Affected images are in the range LWP 1844 - 2245. 
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SECTION 3 - LIMITATIONS AND WARNINGS 

Every attempt has been made to provide correct and complete 

information in this document. The degree to which such efforts 

have succeeded is not uniform, depending on a number of 

circumstances, most of which relate to the state of the available 

records used as sources. The limitations imposed by such 

shortcomings are discussed below. 

3.1 UNAVAILABLE DATA 

A certain fraction of the relevant data for this documentation 

effort is not presently available. Most often, such data pertain 

to the configuration start and end dates. In some cases, the 

exact hour of implementation was not recorded and so only the GMT 

date is provided. In other cases, even the day of implementation 

is not presently known. In such instances, the date fields are 

left blank. 

3.2 UNCERTAIN DATA 

Some of the data required for the complete description of each 

configuration are uncertain. Such situations can arise when the 

available documentation sources are sketchy or imprecise or when 

the configuration is by nature too complicated for simple 

exposition in the format adopted here (an example would be the 

complete description of "special calibrations"--reseau-position 

and/or wavelength calibrations taken by the original Guest 

Observer for application to his own data). 

In cases where dates are uncertain, exclamation marks are used to 

set them off. In cases where other specific information is 

uncertain, a "TBD" ("To Be Determined") entry is made. Some such 

entries might be resolved by further research with considerable 

additional effort; others may not be resolved at all. In 

general, the unresolved issues which are left because of 

conflicting or unclear data are of minor significance. Those 

areas in which there is known particul a r uncertainty include: 
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1) 	 ~ackground-smoothing program SMOOTH during the first 

two months of operation. There is mnbiguity as 

to which program versions incorporating which 

changes were used in production during this time 

period. (See Configuration number 1). 

2) 	 Special calibrations (particularly prior to 

March 1981). The details of what effect 

special calibrations have on data are dif 

ficult to quantify because of the varying 

purposes for which the calibrations were 

obtained and the varying circumstances 

under which they were applied. For example, 

some high dispersion special calibrations 

were executed using reseaux found on high 

dispersion Pt-Ne images, even after July 

1978 (see Configuration number 15) in order 

to satisfy the needs of the particular Guest 

Observer. It is also difficult to tell which 

images were reduced under special 


calibrations without an image-by-image check 


of processing logs, since prior to March 1981 


no information identifying the calibration files 


used was put into the labels of images. 


3) 	 LWR ripple correction parameters in use at VILSPA 

prior to 14 June 1978. There is ambiguity as to 

the values of the K and A parameters used in 

production from 17 April 1978 to 14 June 1978. 

(See 	Configuration number 17). 

" 

., 
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Apperrlix A 

Sorted Configuration Entries of IDE Regional Data Analysis Facilities (RDAF) 
(~ Thanpson) 

The follOWing tables, obtained fram RDAF allow users to determine which IUESIPS 
configuration entries are relevant to their awn data, afterwhich they should 
refer to the detailed descriptions published in this volume on N° 14 of the 
ESA IUE Newsletter. 

LIST OF TABLES 


Page 


Sorted Configuration Entries 


Configurations affecting Goddard Processing: 90 


Configurations affecting VILSPA Processing: 


Header Label and/or Record 0 91 


LWP I..ow Dispersion Small A;;>erture 92 


I..ow Dispersion Large Aperture 92 


High Dispersion Small Aperture 93 


High Dispersion Large Aperture 94 


LWR Low Dispersion Small Aperture 95 


I..ow Dispersion Large Aperture 96 


High Dispersion Small Aperture 97 


High Dispersion Large Aperture 98 


SWP Low Dispersion Small Aperture 99 


I..ow Dispersion Large Aperture 100 


High Dispersion Small Aperture 101 


High Dispersion Large Aperture 102 


103
Header Label and/or Record 0 


104
LWP both dispersions and both apertures 


LWR both dispersions and both apertures 
 105 


107
SWP both dispersions and both apertures 
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CXK"IQMTI~ ENTRIES 1ELa-J SEl.£CTED F~: 
GOD~ 
RL CR'ERA( 5) 

BOTH DISPERSI~(S) BOTH>FFER1lK(S) 

LAIEL f:H). RE~ 0 t'()DIFICATIaiS <H..Y 


CXH"IG OCSCRIPTI~ or C~IGl.RATI~ 

B7 VIORR label lists dispersion constants incorrectly 
B8 VIORR label does not list processing date 
19 Header record may record image sequence no. as 0 
23 Header record may list th~ camera nunber incorrectly <e.g 13, 23) 
31 VICAR label doesn' t l ist extraction OMEGA(90),HBAOK(S), DISTANOE(?) 
32 VICAR label doesn't list informat ion on automatic registration 
36 Some Images processed on the IBM 360 (VICAR label truncated) 
38 VICAR labe l does not list values of manual registration shifts 
59.1 Image sequence nunber in header record missing left-most digit 
62 VIORR label missing t=UTO/l'A'LR... message and sch~me name 
62 VICAR labe 1 miss ins t=UTO/l'A't.R message and scheme name 
65 VICAR 1abe 1 Ii sts OCC of target and SHIFT parameter incorrect 1y 
70 Unused region of VICAR label not filled with blanks 
B3 Round-off error in header record dispersion constants 
B6 Redundant end-of-label flag in NSSDC data file labels 
88 Possible error in observation date (listed in VICAR label &header) 
108 Possible error in calcu la ted observing date (listed in label &header) 
108 Possible error in calculated observing date (listed in label &header) 
110Ne method for identifying modified VICAR label parameters 
111 Inaccurate message 'MEAN DC USED' in label of corrected LWP images 
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COt'FI~TI~ ENTRIES 1D..a.J SELECTED r~: 
GOD~ 
UP CR'ERA(5) 
La-I DI~I~(S) SI"R..L ~TlH:(S) 
c:a-FI~TIaiS FfT'ECTlt-K; DATA PORTI~ or rILES <H..Y 

cnFIG OCSCRIPTI~ or C<X'FIGl..mTI~ 

01 Background spectr um s moothed improperl~ at ends of orders 
B3 Extracted spectra cont a in err oneous negative fluxes 
B4 ~91on of image processed inc luded target ring 
09 Extraction sl i t not centered on or der (1-pixel error in OBSORlBE) 
10 Disper sion constants der ived by WAVEOAL sl ightly inaccurate 
12 Who le image shifted to register orders 
13 Spectrum extracted by preli mi nary programs (SPIN,ROTATEH, COMPARE) 
14 Some error f lags f or reseaux and sat. pixels displaced by 14 data-pts 
15 Data quali ty f lag does not distinguish gross & bkgnd reseaux 
22 ~g istrat'on of spectral orders done manually 
26 Wave length coverage restricted by preliminary version of rlC0R5 
Z1 f=iJtomat ic r egistration (DSPC~) used only 6 (vs. 12) s~ling areas 
40 Improper s caling for neg. flux values (where abs(fmin»absCfmax» 
48 Biweekly dispersion cons tants used to assign wavelengths 
50 Low-d ispersion spectrum not given absolute calibration 
52 DISTANCE parameter f or EXTLa-I pr ocedure specified incorrectly *** 
60 Image process ing used outdated procedures GEOM,rICOR, and EXTLOW ** 
61 Hon-perpendicul ar manual registration shifts used 
69 Un-photometrica lly corrected p ixels possibly extracted 
76 Potential loss of lines In raw image 
78 Pre l i minar~ nr used for LJ.F 
79 Prel i minar~ ITt extrapol ation used in photometriC correction 
85 Possib le slight automatic registration errors 
96 Dispersion constants based on s ingle image from Jun 17 1981 
98 No fl agging of bright spots 
102 USe of Jun-8B - aug-82 di s persion constants without temperature corr. 
103 Possible corruption of temperature data in VICAR label 
109 NO absolute cali br ation used for low dispersion LWP ABNEr flux 
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C(N"IQ.RATI~ ENTRIES 1£La.! SElECTED fOR: 
GODDAID 
LJ.F OH:RA (5) 

La.! DISPERSI~(S) UR;E FHR~(S) 
CXN"I~TlaiS FfTECTIt-«; DATA PORTI~ a:- fILES ()i_Y 

cnFIG OCSCRIPTI~ ~ CCtFIGt..RATI~ 

01 Background sp~ctrum smooth~d i"llro,p~r ly at ~ndls of ord~rs 
03 Extract~d sp~ctra cont ain ~rron~QUS n~gati~ flux~s 
04 ~gion of i mag~ proc~ss~d includ~d targ~t ring 
09 Extraction s lit not c~nt~r~d on ord~r ( l-p i x~1 ~rror in OBSCRlBE) 
10 Disp~rsion constants d~r ived by WAVECP_ slightly lnaccurat~ 
12 Whol~ lmag~ sh lft~d to r~9ist~r ord~rs 
13 Spect r um ~xtracted by pre l iminary programs (SPIN, ROTATEH, COMPARE) 
14 Some' error flags for r eseaux and sat. pix~ls displaced by 14 data-pts 
15 Data qua li ty flag do~s not d is t ingu ish gross &bkgnd reseaux 
18 All sp~ctra ~xtracted with HT-9, DISTANCE-8.0 
22 ~gistration of spectral orders don~ manually 
2S Point source (HT-9) spectra extracted with DISTRa-8 (too small) 
26 Wavelength coverage restricted by preliminary ~rsion of flOORS 
27 Automatic r~gistratlon ( DSPC~) used only 6 (vs. 12) sampling areas 
40 I"llroper scal ing for neg. fl ux va lues (wh~re abs(fmin»abs(fmax» 
48 Biweekly dispers ion constants used to assign wavelengths 
50 Low-dls pers ion spectrum not gl~n absolut~ calibration 
52 DISTANCE parameter for EXTLa.! procedure speci f ied incorrectly *** 
60 Imag~ processi ng used outdated pr ocedures GEOM,fICOR, and EXTLOW ** 
61 Non-p~rp~ndl cular manual reg istr ation shifts used 
69 Un-photometr lcal ly corrected pixels possibly ~xtracted 
76 Pot~ntial loss oflin~s in raw imag~ 
78 Pr~ liminary ITt us~d for LJ.F 
79 Preliminary ITt ~xtrapolation used In photometriC correction 
85 Possibl~ slight automat ic reg istrat ion errors 
94 Non-optimal offs~ts used from small to lar9~ ap~rture 
96 Disp~rsion constants based on singl ~ imag~ from Jun 17 1981 
98 No flagging of bright spots 
102 Us~of Jun-e0 - alAg-82 d i s p~rs ion constants without t~"ll~ratur~ corr. 
103 Possible corruption of te"ll~rature data in VI CAR lab~l 
109 No absolute calibration us~d for low disp~rslon LWP ABNET flux 



ca-FIQA=lTION ~IES EEl..~ 5El..£CTtD r~: 
GODD=RD 
L.J.P 0f'ERA(5) 

HIGH DlSP£RSI~(S) Sf'R...L ~Tl.RE(S ) 


COK"I~TI<XiS ~CTII'«,; OOTA ~TION OF" rILES CH..Y 


CQ'f="IG DESCRIPTICtf OF" CCN"l~T I<X'i 

01 Background spectrum smoothed Improper ly at ends of orders 
03 Extracted spectra contain erroneous negat ive fl uxes 
B4 Rrgton of image processed included target r ing 
05 Wave en9t~ regtons where orders overlap wer e delet ed 
06 Echelle ripple correction applied to who le order 
B9 Extraction slit not centered on order (l-p ixel err or in OBSORlBE) 
10 Dispersion constants der ived by WAVECAL slightl y ina curate 
12 ole image shifted to register orders 
14 Some error f lags f or r eseaux and s at. p ixe ls di splaced by 14 data-pts 
22 Registration of spectrai orders done manually 
26 Wavelength coverage r estricted by pre l iminary 'JerSion of FlOORS 
Z7 ~tomatic registr at ion ( DSPCQti ) used only 6 (vs. 12) sarT1Jling areas 
40 Improper scal ing fo r neg. f lux va lues (where abs(fmin»abs(fmax» 
61 Non-perpendicular manual r eg istrat ion s h ifts used 
74 Background moothed us ing on ly 2 pass l S-pt. running-average filter 
76 Potential loss of li nes in r aw image 
77 Non-optima l automatic registr ation of closely-spaced orders 
7S Pre liminary I Tr used for lJoP 
79 Prel imi nary Iff extrapolation used in photometriC correction 
82 Image processing used outdated procedures GEOM, rIOOR and DATEXTH ** 
as Possib le s l ight automat ic r eg istration errors 
B7 Data mi as ing from last extracted s pectr a 1 order' 
88 Possib le error in observation date (used in he l io. velocity corr.) 
B9 Error in handl ing negative declinat ion values 
9B Error In scaling net ripple-corrected fluxes 
93 Old echelle 'r ipple correction used to calculate A9£T flux 
96 Dispersion constants based on Sing le image from Jun 17 1981 
97 Noise condition ing filter not used f or LWP (high dispersion) 
98 No flagg ing of bright spots 
102 Use of Jun-80 - aug-82 di spersion constants Without temperature corr. 
103 Posstb e corruption of temperature dat a in VICAR label 
108 Possib le error In calculated observing date (listed 1n label &header) 
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CXN'"I~TI~ ~IES EELCl.J SEl.£CTED r~ : 
GOD~ 
LW OK:RA(S ) 

HIGH DISPERSION(S) LMGE 1=RRTt.R:(S ) 

CXN'"I~TIa-E FfTECTIt«; DATA ~TICti CF FILES C«..Y 


COf'f"IG DESCRIPTION OF' aK"IQ.RATION 

01 Background spectrum s moothed l mproper l~ at ends of orders 
B3 Extracted spectra contai n er roneous negative fluxes 
B4 Reg ion of image processed inc luded target ring 
B5 Wavelengt h regions where order s over lap were del eted 
EI6 [chelle ripple correction applied to who le or der 
B9 Extraction sltt not centered on order (l-plxel error in OBSCRlBE) 
10 Dispersion constants derived by WAMECAL s l ight ly inaccurate 
12 Whole image sh ifted to register orders 
14 Some error flags for reseaux and s at . p ixels displaced by 14 data-pts 
2Z Registrati on of spect r a l orders done manual ly 
26 Wave length cover age r estr icted b~ pre l iminary version of FlOORS 
~ ~tomat lc reglstrat Ion (DSPCa'I) used on ly 6 (vs. '12) sa"l> ling areas 
40 I mpr oper scaling for neg. f l ux va lues (utle r e abs(fmln»abs(fmax» 
41 Al l spectr a extracted wi th HT-S (no e xt ended-source processing) 
61 Non-per pendlcular manua l r egistr at ion s hifts used 
74 Background smoot hed usi ng only 2 pass lS-pt. runnl ng-a~rage filter 
76 Potentia l loss of lines In r aw Image 
77 Non-optlmal automatic regi s t ration of closel y-spaced orders 
78 Pre limlnar~ ITF used for u.P 
79 Prel t mlnar~ ITF extrapolation used tn photometriC correction 

B2 Image pr ocess ing used outdated procedures GEOM, r l OOR and DATEXTH ** 

as Poss ible slight aut omatic r eg lst r a t ton error s 

87 Data missing from las t ext r acted s pectral or der 

88 Possible 'error In observat ion date (used In he lio. velocity corr.) 

89 Error In handling negati ve dec l tnation values 

90 Error In scaling net rippl e-cor rected fluxes , 

93 Old echelle r ipp le corr ect ion used t o calcul ate ABNEr flux 

94 Non-opt lma l of fsets used f rom s mal l to large aperture 

96 Dispersion cons t ants based on s ingle image f rom Jun 17 1981 

cp Noise conditi on ing fi l t er not used fo r u.P (hi gh dispersion) 

98 No fl agg ing of bright spots 

102 Use of Jun-80 - aug-82 dispers ion cons t ants without temperature corr. 

103 Possible corrupti on of temperature data in VICAR label

lee Possible error in ca lculated observing date (listed in label & header) 
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CXN"IG..RATlOO EJiTRIES I£L().I 5E1..£CTED r~: 
GODDAID 
~~(S) 
LOW DISPERSION(S) SMALL APERTURE(S) 
CXH""IG..RATIONS FfTECTII'(; OOTA PORTION a:-- rIl£S eN..V 

CXH""IG OCSCRIPTION a:-- aH"I~TION 

01 Background spectrum smoothed improperly at ends of orders 
03 Extracted spectra contain erroneous negative fluxes 
B4 ~gion of image processed included target ring 
B9 Extraction slit not centered on order (l-pixel error in OBSCRIBE) 
10 Dispersion constants derived by WAVECAL slightly inaccurate 
11 ITt based on single image at each exposure level 
12 .....ole image sh1fte~d to register orders 
13 Spectrum extracted by preliminary programs (SPIN,ROTATEH, COMPARE) 
14 Some error flags for reseaux and sat. pixels displaced by 14 data-pts 
15 Data quality flag does not distinguish gross &bkgnd reseaux 
22 ~gistrat1on of spectral order's done manually 
26 Wavelength coverage restricted by preliminary version of rIOORS 
Zl Automatic registration (DSPCON) used only 6 (vs. 12) sampling areas 
28 Vacuum-to-air correction not applied to single-aperture spectra 
40 Improper scaling for neg. flux values (Where abs(fmin»abs(fmax» 
48 Biweekly dispersion constants used to assign wavelengths 
50 Low-disperaion spectrum not gl.ven absolute calibration 
51 ITt truncated at upper limit 
52 DISTANCE par~ter for EXTL().I procedure specified incorrectly *** 
55 Biweekly reseau grid used for geometric corrections 
57 Preliminary mean dispersion constants used to assign wavelengths 
58 Inaccurate automatic registration used 
60 Image processing used outdated procedures GEOM,rICOR, and EXTLOW ** 
61 Non-perpendicular manual registration shifts used 

67 Temperature dependence of calibration files not taken into account 

68 Photometrically-corrected region slightly off-center 

69 Un-photometrically corrected pixels possibly extracted 

7S Error in specifying region to be photometrically-corrected 

76 Potential loss of lines in raw image 

79 Preliminary ITt extrapolation used in photometric correction 

80 No flagging of LWR microphonic pings 

83 Round-off error in header record dispersion constants 

BS Possible slight automatic registration errors 

9S Use of mar-79 - Jan-81 mean d lspers ion constants 

98 No flagging of bright spots 

100 Possible default to mean temperature for correcting calib. files 

103 Possible corruption of temperature data in VICAR label 

107 Error handling images with) 1 region of microphonic noise 




CDFIG.RATleti tHTRIrs EELOW SELECTED FOR: 
GODDARD 
~ OK:RA(S) 

La.! DISfERSICW'I(S) ~ f:R:RllH:(S) 

(XH'"I~Tlai5 f:fTECTIt«; DATA ~TICl'i ~ FILES eN..Y 


<XH"IG OCSCRIPTICl'i ~ CXN"I~TICl'i 

.. 
81 Background spectrum smoothed improperly at ends of orders 
83 Extracted spectra contain erroneous negative fluxes 
84 Region of image processed included target ri ng 
19 Extraction slit not centered on order (l-pl xel error in OBSCRlBE) 
10 Dispersion constants derived by WRVECAL slight l y inaccurate 
11 I Tr based on single image at each exposure level 
12 Whole Image shifted to register orders 
13 Spectrum extracted by preliminary programs <SPIN,ROTATEH, COMPARE) 
14 Some error flags for reseaux and sat. p ixels disp laced by 14 data-pts 
15 Dat a quality flag does not distinguish gross &bkgnd reseaux 
18 All spectra extracted with HT-9, DISTANCE-S. 0 
21 Incorr ect of fsets from small to large apertur e 
22 Registration of spectral orders done manual ly 
2S Point source (HT-9) spectra extracted with DISTANCE-S (too small) 
26 Wavelength coverage restricted by pre l iminary version of FlOORS 
Cl Automatic registration (DSPCON) used only 6 (vs. 12) sampling areas 
28 Vacuum-to-alr correction not applied to stng le-aperture spectra 
40 Improper scaling for neg. flux values (where abs(fmln»abs(fmax» 
45 Honooooptimal offsets from small to large aper ture (lambda error) 

48 Biweekly dispersion constants used to assign wavelengths 

50 Low-dlsperslon spectrum not given absolute calibr'atlon 

51 I Tr truncated at upper limit 

52 DISTANCE paramrter for EXTLOW procedure spec ified incorrectly *** 

55 Biweekly reseau grid used for geometr iC corr ections 

57 Pre liminary mean dispersion constants used t o assign wavelengths 

58 Inaccurate automatic registration used 

60 Image processing used outdated procedur es GEOM, FICOR, and EXTlOW ** 

61 Hon-perpendlcular manual registration s h ifts used 

67 Temperature dependence of calibration f i les not taken into account 

68 Photometrlcally-corrected region sl ightly off-center 

69 Un-photometrically corrected pixels poss ibly extracted 

7S Error In speCifying r egion to be photomet ri cally-corrected 

76 Pot ential loss of lines In raw Image 

79 Preliminary ITr extrapolation used In photometriC correction 

80 No flag91n9 of LWR mlcrophonlc pings 

83 Round-off error In header record dispersion constants 

85 Possible slight automatic registration err or s 

9S USe of mar- 79 - Jan-81 mean dispers ion constants 

98 No f lagging of bright spots 

100 Poss ible default to mean temper ature for correcting calib. files 

103 POSSible corruption of temperature dat a In VI CAR label 

107 Error handling Images With> 1 region of ml cr ophonlc noise 
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aN'"IGlRAtIOi ~IES EELOW SELECTED FOR: 
GOD~ 
~ OH:RA(S) 

HIQi DISPERSI~(S) 9'R..1.. ~TlH:(S) 


cnFIGlRATlaiS FfTECTlt«; DATA PORTIa'! a- FILES at..y 


cnFIG DESCRIPTla'! a- ca-FIGlRATla'! 

81 Background sp~ctrum smooth~d lmprop~rl~ at ~nds of ord~rs 
03 Extract~d sp~ctra contain ~rron~ous n~gative flux~s 
B4 Region of imag~ pr'oc~ss~d inc lud~d targ~t ring 
B5 Wavel~ngth r~gions Wh~r~ ord~rs overlap wer~ d~l~t~d 
B6 Ech~ll~ rippl~ corr~ction appli~d to Whol~ ord~r 
B9 Extraction slit not c~nt~r~d on ord~r (l-pix~l ~rror in OBSCRlBE) 
18 Disp~rsion constMlts d~rived b~ WAVECAL slightl~ inaccurat~ 
11 ITt bas~d on singl~ imag~ at ~ach ~xposur~ l~vel 

12 Whol~ imag~ shift~d to r~glst~r ord~rs 
14 So~ ~rror flags for r~s~aux arld sat. pix~ls displac~d by 14 data-pts 
16 Geo~tric corr~ction bas~d on ~rron~ous r~s~au grid 
17 Ech~ll~ rippl~ corr~ction us~d non-optimal par~t~rs 
22 Registration of sp~ctral ord~r's don~ manually 
26 Wavel~ngth coverag~ r~strict~d by pr~liminar~ version of FlOORS 
'Z7 ~tomatic r~gistration (DSPCON) us~d only 6 (vs. 12) sampling ar~as 
40 Improper s caling for n~g. flux values (Wh~r~ abs(fmin»abs(fmax» 
51 Itt truncat~d at upp~r limit 
55 Bi~~kly r~s~au grid us~d for g~o~tric corr~ctions 
56 Bi~~kl~ disp~rsion constarlts us~d to assign wavel~ngths 
58 Inaccurat~ automatic r~gistration us~d 
61 Non-p~rp~ndicular manual r~gistration shifts us~d 
72 Us~ Jun-79 - Jun-80 ~arl disp~rsion constarlts 
73 T~mp~ratur~ correction of calibration fil~s not appli~d 
74 Background smoothed using onl~ 2 pass 15-pt. running-averag~ filt~r 
76 Pot~ntial loss of lin~s in raw imag~ 
77 Non-optimal automatic r~gistration of clos~l~-spaced ord~rs 
79 Pr~liminar~ ITt extrapolation us~d in photo~tric corr~ction 
B0 No flagging of LWR microphonic pings 
82 Imag~ proc~ssing us~d outdat~d proc~dur~s GEOM, FICOR arld DRTEXTH ** 
B5 Possibl~ slight automatic r~g1stration ~rrors 
87 Data missing from last ~xtract~d sp~ctral ord~r 
B8 Possibl~ ~rror in obs~rvation dat~ (us~d in h~lio. velocity corr.) 
B9 Error in handling n~gative d~clination valu~s 
90 Error in scaling n~t rippl~-corr~ct~d flux~s 
93 Old ~ch~ll~ ripple corr~ction us~d to calculat~ ABNET flux 
95 Us~ of mar-79 - Jan-81 ~arl d i spers ion constarlts 
98 No flagging of bright spots 
100 Possibl~ d~fault to ~arl t~mperatur~ for corr~cting calib. fil~s 
103 Possibl~ corruption of t~mp~ratur~ data in VICAR lab~l 
107 Error handling imag~s with) 1 r~gion of mlcrophonic nois~ 
100 Possibl~ ~rror in calculat~d obs~rving dat~ (us~d in h~lio. vel. corr.) 
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CXH""IQRATICt4 DiTRIES EELa4 SEl..ECTED rCR: 
GOD~ 
~ CA'ERA(S) 

HIGt DISPERSICtHS) l..MG£ ~TlRE(S) 


eott="l~TIaiS Ffl"ECTltG DATA PORTlai OF" r ILES eN.. Y 


eott="IG OCSCRIPTION ()f" CXH""I~TION 

01 Background sp~ctrum smooth~d Improp~r ly at ~nds of ord~rs 
03 Extract~d sp~ctra contain ~rron~ous n~gati ve fluxes 
B4 R2g1on of lma9~ proc~ss~d lnc)ud~d targ~t ring 
as Wavel~ngth r~9tons Wh~r~ ord~rs overlap wer~ d~let~d 
06 Ech~ll~ r tppl~ corr~ctlon applied to Who l~ ord~r 
09 Ex~ractlon slit not c~nter~d on ord~r ( 1-p lx~1 ~rror In OBSCRlBE) 
10 Dtsp~rslon constants d~rived by WAMECAL sl ightly inaccurat~ 
11 ITt bas~d on singl~ lmag~ at ~ach ~xposur~ l~vel 
12 Whol~ image shlft~d to r~glster ord~rs 
14 Some ~rror flags for r~s~aux and sat. plx~ ls displaced by 14 data-pts 
16 Geo~trlc corr~ctlon bas~d on ~rron~ous r~s~au grid 
17 Ech~ll~ rtpp l~ corr~ctton used non-optlmal par~t~rs 
21 Incorr~ct offs~ts from small to lar9~ ap~rtur~ (-50 km/s ~rror) ** 
22 ~g l stratlon of sp~ctral ord~rs don~ manual ly 
26 Wavel~ngth coverag~ r~strlct~d by pr~ l lml nary version of rlOORS 
C7 ~tomatlc r~g t strat Ion (DSPCai ) us~d on 1 y 6 (vs. 12) Sarl'f) 1 I ng ar~as 
40 I.,..,rop~r sca ling for n~g . f lux V41u~s (,,*,~r~ abs(fmln»abs(fmax» 
41 Al l .p~ctra extract~d wi t h HT-S (no ~xt~nd~d-sourc~ proc~sslng) 
45 Non-opttmal offs~ts from small to l ar9~ apertur~ (lambda ~rror) 
51 I Tt truncat~d at upp~r limi t 
55 B l we~k l y reseau grid us~d for geometr iC corr~ctlons 
56 B i we~kly dl sp~rslon constant s us~d to assign wavel~ngths 
58 Inaccurat~ automatic r~glstratlon us~d 
6 1 Non-p~rp~ndlcular manual r~9tstrat l on shifts us~d 
72 Us~ Jun-79 - Jun-90 mean d Isp~rs Ion constants 

73 T~~~rature corr~ct ton of cal lbra t Ion f 11.~s not app 11~d 


74 Background smooth~d us ing only 2 pass 15-pt. runnlng-averag~ fllt~r 


76 Pot~ntlal loss of 1ln~s In raw tmag~ 


n Non-optlmal aut omat ic r~g l stratlon of clos~ly-spac~d ord~rs 


79 Pr~l lmtnary ITt ~xtrapolatlon us~d In photometric. corr~ctlon 


80 No f lagging of LWR ml crophon tc p ings 

82 Imag~ process ing us~d outdat~d proc~dur~s GEOM, rlOOR and DATEXTH ** 

85 Poss lbl~ slight automat ic r egistrat ion ~rrors 


87 Data missing from las t extract~d spectral ord~r 


88 Poss lbl~ ~rror In obs~rvat l on dat~ (us~d In h~110. velocity corr.) 

89 Error tn handling n~9atlve d~c l tnatton valu~s 

ge Error In sca l ing n~t rlppl~-corr~ct~d fluxes 

93 Old ~che lle ripple cor rection us~d t o calculate ABNET flux 

95 Use of mar- 79 - Jan-81 mean d isp~rs l on constants 

96 No f lag91 n9 of bright spots 

100 Poss ib le d~faul t to mean t~mp~ratur~ for corr~ct1ng cal lb. fll~s 


103 Posslbl~ cor r uption of temp~ratur~ data tn VICAR lab~l 


107 Error hand ling tmag~s with > 1 r eg ion of mlcrophon lc nols~ 

108 Posslbl~ ~rror In calculated observing dat~ (us~d In h~llo. vel. corr.) 




------
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ca-FIQmTICJ-t ENTRIES IEL~ SEl..£CTED r~: 
GOD~ 
SF a:H:RA( 5 ) 

L~ DISPERSICti<5) srR..L f=f'ERTlf£ (5 ) 

ca-FI~TICtiS WFECTl t«; OOTA PORTION a=- r I LES en..y 


CCN"IG OCSCRIPTION OF CCK"IGlRATICt-f 

01 Background spectrum smoothed improperl ~ at ends of orders 
02 Extracted SWP spectrum limited to 1000-1900 angstroms 
B3 Extracted spectra contain erroneous negative f luxes 
04 ~gion of Image processed included target r ing 
09 Extraction sli t not centered on order (1-pixel error in OBSCRIBE) 
10 Dispersion constants derived b~ WRVECAL slightly inaccurate 
11 ITt based on single image at each exposure level 
12 Whole image shifted to regtster orders 
13 Spectrum extracted by preliminary progr ams (SPIN,ROTATEH, COMPARE) 
14 50~ error flags for r eseaux and sat . p ixels displaced by 14 data-pts 
15 Data qualtt~ flag does not distingui sh gross &bkgnd reseaux 
zz ~gistratlon of spectral orders done manually 
24 Pre 11 minary I ine I ibrar~ used for LoRVECR.. 
26 Wavelength coverage restricted by preliminary version of FICORS 
Z7 AutomatiC registration (DSPCON ) used on l y 6 (vs. 12) sampling areas 
40 Improper scal ing f or neg . flux va lues (where abs(fmin»abs(fmax» 
44 204 exposur e leve l of ITt was incorr ect **** use SWPFIX 
48 Biweekly disperSion constants used to assign wavelengths 

50 Low-disperston spectrum not g iven absolute calibration 

51 ITt truncated at upper limit 

52 DIST~ parameter f or EXTL~ procedure spec if ied incorr'ect ly *** 

55 Biweekly reseau gri d used for geometriC corrections 

57 Preliminary mean dispersion constants used to assign wavelengths 

58 Inaccurate aut omat ic r eg istration used 

60 Image processing used outdated procedures GEOM,FIOOR, MId EXTLOW ** 

61 Non-perpendlcular manual r eg istration shifts used 

63 Non-perpendlou lar manua l reg istration shifts used 

61 Temperature dependence of calibrat ion files not taken into account 

68 Photometricall y-corrected regi on slightly off-center 

69 Un-photometr ical ly corrected pi xels possibly extracted 

15 Error In specifying region t o be photometrically-corrected 

16 Potential loss of lines In raw image 

19 Pre l iminary ITt extrapo l ation used in photometriC correction 

83 Round-off error in header record dispersion constants 

85 POSSible s l ight automat ic r egistration errors 

95 Use of mar-79 - Jan-8 t mean d isper s ion constants 

98 No flagging of bright spots 

100 Possible defau l t to mean temperatur e for correcting calib. files 

103 Possible corruption of t emperature data in VICAR label 
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OO"FI~TIa-4 ENTRIES BELa..! S£LECTED r~: 
GOD~ 
SoP o:H:RA( S) 

La.. DISPlRSI()HS) l.A'RGE ~T1.I£(S ) 


a:H"IQ.RATIOtE ATECTlt«; DATA ~Tla-4 or rILES eN...Y 


ca-FIG OCSCRIPTICtf Of COI'f'"I~TICti 

01 Background sp~ctrum smooth~d l mprop~r lij at ~nds of ord~rs 
B2 Extract~d SWP sp~ctrum limi t~d t o 1000-1900 angstroms 
03 Extract~d sp~ctra conta in ~rron~ous negati~ f lux~s 
B4 Region of lmag~ process~d tnclud~d target ri ng 
09 Extraction slit not c~ntered on ordrr (l-pixrl err or in OBSCRlBE) 
lB D1sprrsion constants drri~d by WAVEORL slightly inaccurat~ 
11 ITf basrd on stngl~ imagr at ~ach exposur~ le~l 
12 Whol~ imag~ shift~d to r~glst~r orders 
13 Spectrum extracted by preliminary programs (SPIN, ROTATEH, COMPARE) 
14 Some rrror flags f or reseaux and sat. p ixel s displ aced by 14 data-pts 
15 Data quality flag does not distingu ish gr oss & bkgnd rrs~aux 
18 All spectr a extract~d with HT -9, DISTANCE-8 .B 
22 Registr ation of s pectral ordrrs done manual ly 
24 Pre lim inary line library us~d for ~m.. 
25 Poi nt sourcr (HT-9 ) sp~ctra ~xtracted wi th DISTANCE-S (too small) 
26 Wa~length co~ragr restr icted by prel im inary ~rsion of FlOORS 
27 AutomatiC reg istration (D5PCQN) used on ly 6 (vs . 12) sampling areas 
40 Improper scal ing for neg. flux velues (Where absCfmin»abs(fmax» 
44 ~ exposure le~ l of ITf was incorrect **** use SWPFIX 
45 Non-optlmal offsets from small to large aper ture (lambda error) 
48 Biwrekly dispersion cons tant s used to ass ign wa~lengths 
50 Low-dlsprrsi on spectrum not g l~n abso lute ca l ibration 
51 ITf truncated at upper limit 
52 DISTANCE parameter for EXTLOW procedure sprci fied incorrrctly *** 

.55 Biwrek ly reseau grid used f or geomet riC correct ions 
57 Prrliml nary mean dispers ion constants us~d t o ass ign wavel~ngths 
58 Inaccuratr automatic registration used 
60 Ima9~ processi ng used outdated procrdurrs GEOM,FICOR, and EXTLOW ** 
61 Non-perprnd lcu lar manual registrati on shif t s us~d 
63 Non-per pend1 cIJ lar manua l regi s t r ati on sh if ts used 
67 Temperature dependence of ca l ibrat ion f i les not tak~n into account 
68 Photometrtcally-corrected r~glon slight ly off-centrr 
69 Un-photometrica l ly corrrcted pixels pos s ibl y extractrd 
75 Error in s pec ify ing r eg ion t o be photometrically-corrected 
76 Potenti al loss of lines 1n r aw tmagr 
79 Pre liminary ITF extrapo lation usrd in photometriC correction 
83 Round-of f rrror In hrader r ecord d ispers ion constants 
85 Poss lb Ie s light automat ic r egistr ation errors 
95 Usr of mar - 79 - Jan-81 mean dlsprrs ion constants 
98 No flaggi ng of br ight spots 
100 Possi b le d~fault to mean temperature for correcting calib. files 
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CXH""1G.RATIO'l EN'TRIES 1El..<14 5El.£CTED r<:R: 
GODJ):RD 
g.p CA'EJ(A(5) 


HIGH DlSflERSlOi(S) 9'R.J.. FflERTl..RECS) 

OO"FIG.RATlaiS FfTECTlt(; DATA ~'TIOi OF" rIlES OK..Y 


OCs:::RIPTION OF" OO"FIGl.RATIO'I 

01 Background spectrum smoothed improperly at ends of orders 
B3 Extract~d spectra contain erron~ous negatl~ fl uxes 
B4 ~glon of Image proce ed inc luded target rlng 
es Wavelength regtons Where order$ overlap were de leted 
06 Echell~ ripple correction applied to whole order 
09 Extraction slit not centered on order (l-ptxel error in OBSCRlBE) 
10 Dispersion constants derived by ~CAL sllghtl~ Inaccurate 
11 ITF based on Single Image at each exposure l evel 
12 Whole image shifted to register orders 
14 So~ error flags for reseaux and sat. pixe ls displaced by 14 data-pts 
16 Geo~trtc correction based on erroneous reseau grid 
22 ~g1stration of spectral order done manuall ~ 
26 Wavelength coverage re trlcted b~ pre l imi nary version of rlOORS 
Zl FkJtomatic registration (D5PCON> u ed on ly 6 (vs. 12) sampling areas 
33 Spectrum contains order 65 (at ver~ edge of tube) 
40 Improper scaling for neg. flux values (wher abs(fmin»abs(fmax» 
44 ~ exposure level of ITt wes incorrect **** use SWPrIX 
Sl tTr truncated at upper l imit 
55 BI~ekly reseau grid used for geometr iC corrections 
56 Biweekly disperSion constants used t o assign wavelengths 
58 Inaccurate automati c registr ation used 
61 Non-perpendlcular manua l registration shi fts used 

63 Non-perpendtcular manual registration shifts used 

72 Use Jun-79 - Jun-80 mean dispersi on cons tants 

73 Temperature correction of callbratton files not applied 

74 Background smoothed using onl~ Z pass 15-pt . running-average filter 

76 Potential loss of l ines In raw Image 

77 Nbn-optimal automatic regi strat ion of close l y-spaced orders 

79 Preliminary ITF extrapolat ion used in photometriC correction 

B2 Image process ing used out dated procedur es GEOM, FlOOR and DATEXTH ** 

es Possible s light automat ic r egt tr tlon errors 

87 Data missing from last extracted spectr al order 

88 Possible error in observation date (used in helio. velocity corr.) 

89 Error In handling negative dec l inat ion values 

90 Err or in scaling net rlpple-corrected fluxes 

93 Old echelle r ipple correction used to ca lcu late ABNEr flux 

95 Use of rnar-79 - Jan-e1 mean dispersion constants 

9B No fla9sin9 of br tght spots 

100 Possible default to mean te""ere.t ure f or correctin9 cal1b. files 
103 POSSible corruption of te""erature data in VICAR label 
11218 Pos lble error In calcu lated observing date (used in hellO. vel. corr.) 
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COt-FI~TI~ ENTRIES l£Laol SELECTED r~: 
GODMID 
SoP OH:RA(5 ) 
HIGH DISPERSIQ'i(S) LARGE ~Tl.R:(S) 

exH""1~TICH5 FfTECTlt-(; [)ATA PORTlai Of" FIl.£S CN..Y 

exH""IG DESCRIPTI ON Of" CONFl GURATlai 

01 Background sp~ctrum smoothed improperly at ends of ord~rs 
B3 Extracted spectr a contain erroneous negati ve fluxes 
liM Rrg lon of image processed incl uded target r ing 
B5 Wave length regtons where order s overlap were deleted 
06 Echelle r lpp l~ correction appli ed to whole order 
09 Extraction si lt not centered on order (l-pixe l error in OBSORlBE) 
10 Di s persion constants derived by WRVECAL sl ightly inaccurate 
11 ITF based on single image at each exposure level 
12 Whole image sh ifted t o register orders 
14 Some error flags for r eseaux and sat. pixe ls d isp laced by 14 data-pts 
16 Geometri c correct ion based on erroneous reseau grid 
22 R2glstr&tion of spect ral orders done manual ly 
26 Wavelength coverage restricted by prel iminary version of FlOORS 
Z7 Automat iC registration (DSPCai ) used on ly 6 (vs. 12) sampling areas 
33 Spectrum conta ins order 65 (at ver y edge of tube) 
40 Improper sca ling for neg. f l ux values (where abs(fmln»abs(fmax» 
41 Al l spectra extr acted wi t h HT-S (no extended-source processing) 
44 ~ exposure leve l of ITt was incorrect **** use SWPFIX 
4S Non-opt imal off sets f r om sma l l to large aper ture (lambda error) 
51 ITF truncated at upper limlt 
55 Biweek ly r eseau gr id used for geometriC corrections 
56 Biweek ly dispers ion constants used to ass ign wavelengths 
58 Inaccurate automat ic r eg is t r at ion used 
61 Non-perpend icu lar manua l r egistration shifts used 

63 Non-per pend lcu lar manual r egistratlon sh if ts used 

72 Use Jun-79 - Jun-Be mean di spersion constants 

73 Temperature correct 10n of cal ibrat ion files nc,t app lied 

74 Background smoothed us i ng on I y 2 pass IS-pt. r'unn 1 ng-average f il ter 

76 Potent ial locs of l ines in raw image 

77 Hon-opttmal automati c r egistrat 10n of c lose ly-spaced orders 

79 Prelimi nary ITt extrapo lat ion used in photometrlc correction 

82 Image process ing used outdated procedures GEOM, FICOR and DATEXTH ** 

85 Pos s ibl e slight automat ic regi strat ion errors 

B7 Data mi ss ing from last extracted spectral order 

B8 Poss ib le error in obser vation date (us ed in helio. velocity corr.) 

89 Error 1n handling negative dec l i nation va lues 

90 Error in sca l ing net rippl e-cor rected fl uxes 

93 Old eche l le r ipple correct ion used t o ca lcul ate AENET flux 

95 Use of mar- 79 - Jan-81 mean d lspers ion constants 

98 No f lagging of br ight spot s 

100 POSSi ble default t o mean t emperatur e for cor r ect ing calib. files 

103 Poss ible corruption of temperat ure data in VICAR label 

100 Poss ible error tncal cu lated observlng date (used in helio. vel. corr.) 
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OO'FI~TI(Ji ENTRIES I£LC),J SElECTED r~ : 
VILSPA 

~ a:H:RACS) 

OOTH DISPERSI~(S ) OOTH ~TLR£(S) 


LAmJ... FIiD REam> 0 I"K>DI fICATICtiS Oti...Y 


OO'FIG ~IPTla-I a=- CctFIGlRlTI~ 

B7 VICAR l ab~l 11sts dlsp~rsion constants 1ncorr~ctly 


0B VICAR lab~l do~s not list proc~sslng dat~ 


19 Hrad~r r~cord may r~cord lmag~ s~qu~nc~ no. as 0 

23 Hrad~r r~cord may list th~ c~ra numb~r lncorr~ctly <~.g 13, 23) 

31 VICAR lab~ l do~sn' t l ist ~xtract10n OMEGA(90), HBAOK (S), DISTANCE(?) 

38 VICAR lab~l do~s not list val u~s of manual r~glstrat10n shifts 

59.1 Imag~ s~qu~nc~ nun~~r in h~ad~r r~cord missing l~ft-most digit 
62 VICAR l ab~l missing ~O/f'A'I.R messag~ and sch~rne n~ 
62 VICAR lab~l missing ~0/t'R'tA messag~ and sch~me n~ 
65 VICAR lab~ I 1tsts OCC of targ~t and SHIFT par~t~r lncorr~ct ly 
70 Unus~d r~glon of VICAR lab~l not f l l1~d with blanks 
83 Round-off ~rror 1n h~ad~r r~cord dlsp~rs10n constants 
88 Posslbl~ ~rror 1n obs~rvatl on dat~ (11st~d 1n VICAR lab~l &h~ad~r) 
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ca-FI~TIa-I ENTRIES E.a4 SElECTED F~: 
VILSPA 
UP CA'ERA""'~Y\(S) 


~TH DISPERSIa-I(S) ~TH ~TlR:(S ) 


CCK"I~TIaiS wrECTIr-«; MTA PORTIa-I Cf" FIlES Ott..V 


CCK"IG OCSCRIPTIa-. OF cnFI~TION 

01 Background sp~ctrum smoot~~d i mprop~r ly at ~nds of ord~rs 
03 Extract~d sp~ctra contai n ~rron~ous n~gati~ flux~s 
B4 Rrgion of imag~ proc~ss~d includ~d tar9~t r ing 
B5 Wa~l~ngth r~gions wh~r~ ord~rs o~rlap wer~ d~ l~t~d 
06 Ech~ll~ rippl~ corr~ct i on app ll ~d to whol~ ord~r 
09 Extraction slit not c~nt~r~d on ord~r (l-p lx~1 ~rror in OBSORIBE) 
10 Dlsp~rsion constants d~rived by WAVECAL s l ightly inaccurat~ 
12 Whol~ imag~ shift~d to r~9ister ord~rs 
13 Sp~ctrum ~xtract~d by prelim inary programs (SPIN,ROTATEH, COMPARE) 
14 Some error flags for r~seaux and sat. p ixe ls displaced by 14 data-pts 
14.1 March 1978 r~s~au grid and disp . constants app lied 
15 Data quality flag do~s not distingu ish gross &bkgnd r~s~aux 
22 Rrgistration of spectra l orders done manual ly 
25 Point sourc~ (HT-9) spectra extract~d with DISTANCE-a (too small) 
34.1 ~ometr ie/wave length process ing us~d GSFC 23-May-'78 ca lib. ft l~s 
40 Improp~r scaling for neg. f lux values ( Wher~ abs(fmin»abs(fmax» 
41 All sp~ctra ~xtract~d with HT-5 (no ~xtend~d-sourc~ proc~ssing) 
50 Low-disp~rsion sp~ctrum not given abso lute calibration 
52 DISTANCE paramet~r for EXTLOW proc~dur~ speclf i~d incorr~ctly *** 
60 Image proc~ssing us~d outdated proc~dures GEOM,FIOOR, and EXTLOW ** 
61 Nbn-perp~ndicular manua l registration shifts us~d 
69 Un-photometrically corrected pi x~ls pOSSibly ~xtract~d 
74 Background smooth~d using only 2 pass 15-pt . running-averag~ filt~r 
T7 Nbn-optimal automatic r~gl stratl on of clos~ly-spaced ord~rs 
79 Preliminary ITt ~xtrapolation us~d in phot ometr ic corr~ction 
79 Pr~liminary ITt extrapolation used in photometri c corr~ction 
82 Imag~ proc~ssing us~d outdat~d procedur~s GEOM, FICOR and DATEXTH ** 
8S Possibl~ slight automatic r~g istratlon error s 
B7 Data missing from last ~xtracted sp~ctra l order 
B8 Possibl~ ~rror in obs~rvation dat~ (used in h~lio. velocity corr.) 
B9 Error in handling n~gative dec lination valu~s 
90 Error in scaling n~t r i pp l~-corr~cted f l ux~s 


93 Old ~ch~ll~ ripple correction us~d to ca l cu l at~ AENET flux 

94 Nbn-optimal offs~ts us~d from small to l arg~ apertur~ 


c:r? Nbis~ conditioning f i l ter not used for LWP (high disp~rsion) 


98 No flagging of bright spots 
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cnFIQRATI~ ENTRIES lELa.! SEL£CTED r~: 
VILSPA 
UoR OH:RA(s) 
IK>TH DISPERSI()-t(S) IK>TH ~(S) 
CXH"IQRATICH; FfTECTIt«; DATA PORTION OF fILES CH.Y 

CXN"IG OCSCRIPTlex-t OF Cor-FIG.RATION 

01 Background spectrum smoothed i"1lroperly at ends of orders 
B3 Extracted spectra contain erroneous negative fl uxes 
B4 Region of image processed included target ring 
B5 Wavelength regions where orders overlap ~re deleted 
B6 Echrlle ripple correction applied to whole order 
B9 Extraction slit not centered on ordrr (1-plxel rrror in OBSCRlBE) 
10 Dispersion constants derived by WAVECAl slightly inaccurate 
11 Iff based on single image at each exposure level 
12 Wholr image shifted to register ordrrs 
13 Spectrum extractrd by preliminary programs (SPIN, ROTATEH, COMPARE) 
14 Some rrror flags for reseaux and sat. pixels disp laced by 14 data-pts 
14. 1 March 1978 reseau grid and dtsp. constants applied 
14. 2 AsSigned wavelengths approxlmatrly 0.7 Angstroms too short 
15 Data quality flag does not distinguish gross &bkgnd reseaux 
16 Geometric correction based on erronrous rrseau gr id 
17 Echrlle ripple correction used non-optimal parameter s 
21 Incorrect offsets from small to largr aperture 
21 Incorrect offsets from small to large aperturr (-50 kITVs error') ** 
22 Re91stratlon of spectral orders done manually 
25 Point source (HT-g) spectra extracted with DISTANCE-e (too small) 
34.1 Geometric/wavelength processing used GSFC 23-May-78 cal lb . files 
40 Improper scaling for neg. flux values (where abs( f mln» abs(fmax» 
41 All spectra extracted with HT-S (no rxtended-sour ce processing) 
45 Non-optlmal offsets from small to large aperture (lambda error) 
50 Low-dlsperston spectrum not given absolute calibration 
51 Iff truncated at upper limit 
52 DISTANCE parameter for EXTLOW procedure specified Incorrectly *** 
53 Absolute calibration based on Bohlin et al. (Astr. Ap. , 1980) 
58 Inaccurate automatic registration used 
60 Image processing used outdated procedures GEOM,fICOR, and EXTLOW ** 
61 Nbn-perpendicular manual registration shifts used 
67 Temperature dependence of calibration fllrs not t aken into account 
68 Photometrically-corrected region slightly off-center 
69 Un-photometrically corrected pixels pOSSibly extractrd 
71 ~ometric/wavelength cal ibration used GSrC 13-Nov-78 cal lb. fil.s 
72 Use Jun-79 - Jun-80 mean dispersion constants 
73 Temperature correction of calibration files not app l ied 
74 Background smoothed using only 2 pass 15-pt. running-average filter 
77 Non-optimal automatic registrat10n of closely-spaced orders 
79 ~ellmlnary ITr extrapolat ion used In photomet r ic cor rection 
79 Pr~llmlnary ITr extrapolation used In photometriC cor rection 

" 
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B0 No flasging of LWR microphonic pings 
B0 No flagging of LWR microphonic pings 
B2 Image processing used outdated procedures GEOM, rlOOR and DATEXTH ** 
B3 Round-off error in header record dispersion constants 
as Possible slight automatic registration errors 
B7 Data missing from last extracted spectral order 
B8 Possible error in observation date (used in hellO. velocity corr.) 
B9 Error in handling negative declination values 
90 Error in scaling net ripple-corrected fluxes 
93 Old echelle ripple correction used to calculate ABNEr flux 
98 No flagging of bright spots 
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CCK"IG..RATIai DflRIES lELa.I 5E1..ECTED F'~: 
VILSPA 
g.p o:K::RACS) 

8>TH DISPERSIai(5) 1K)TH f::FERTlH: (5) 

cat="I~TIaiS WITCTIt-«; DATA PORTIa-! or F'ILES CH..Y 


OH"IG DESCRIPTION or CXH"IGlRATI~ 

01 Background sp~ctrum smooth~d lmprop~rly at ~nds of ord~rs 
B3 Extract~d sp~ctra conta in ~rron~ous n~gative flux~s 
04 R2gton of imag~ proc~ss~d includ~d targ~t ring 
B5 Wavel~ngth r~gions wher~ ord~rs overlap wer~ d~l~t~d 
B6 Ech~ll~ rlppl~ correction applied to whole order 
B9 Extraction slit not cent~red on ord~r (1-p ixel err or in OBSCRIBE) 
10 Dispersion constants d~rlved by WRVECAL s light ly inaccurate 
11 ITr based on single lmag~ at each ~xposure leve l 
12 Whol~ imag~ shifted to r~gister orders 
13 Spectrum ~xtract~d by preliminary programs (SPIN,ROTATEH, COMPARE) 
14 Some error f lags for r~seaux and sat . p i x~ ls d ispl aced by 14 data-pts 
14. 1 March 1978 res~au grid and disp . constants app lied 

15 Data quality flag do~s not d istinguish gross &bkgnd reseaux 

16 Geometric corr~ction bas~d on erron~ous r~seau gr id 

21.1 Wavelength Scale Is in error- correction : wave--20 +1.01S8*wave 

22 R2gistration of spectral ord~rs don~ manua lly 

24 Pr~ 1tmlnary 1tne library used for ~CR. 


25 Point sourc~ (HT-9) sp~ctra extract ed with DISTANCE-a (too small) 

33 Spectrum contains ord~r 65 (at very ~dge of tube) 

34.1 Geometric/wavelength processing used GSFC 23-May-78 calib. files 

34.2 Geometric/wavelength processing us~d GSFC 08-Aug-78 calib files 

40 Improper scaling for neg. flux val ues (Where abs(fmin»abs(fmax» 

41 All spectra extracted with HT-S (no extended-source processing) 

44 20% exposure level of ITt was incor rect **** use SWPFIX 

45 Non-optimal offsets from small to large aperture (lambda error) 

50 Low-dispersion spectrum not given absol ute calibration 

51 ITt truncated at upper limit 

52 DISTA'«:E parameter for EXTLOW procedure spec if ted incorrectly *** 

53 Absolute calibration based on Bohlin et al . (Astr. Ap., 1980) 

58 Inaccurate automat ic registration used 

60 Image pr ocessing used outdated procedures GEOM,F'IOOR, and EXTLOW ** 

61 Non-perpendtcular manual registration shifts used 

67 Temperature dependence of calibrat ion f i les not taken into account 

68 Photometrically-corrected reg ion slightly off-center 

69 Un-photometrically corrected pixels possib ly extracted 

71 Geometr ic / wave length calibration used GSFC 13--1'bv-78 calib" ft les 

72 Use Jun-79 - Jun-80 mean dispers ion constants 

73 Temperature correct ion of cali brat ion files not applied 

74 Background smoot hed us ing only 2 pass 1S-pt. running-average filter 
77 Non-optimal automat ic reg istration of close ly-spaced orders 
79 Preliminary ITt ex trapolation used in photometric correction 
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79 ~~liminary ITr ~xtrapolation us~d in photometric corr~ction 
82 lmag~ proc~ssing us~d outdat~d proc~dur~s GEOM, rlOOR and DATEXTH ** 
83 Aound-off ~rror in h~ad~r r~cord disp~rsion constants 
as Possibl~ slight automatic r~gistration ~rrors 
B7 Data missing from last ~xtract~d sp~ctral ord~r 
BB Possibl~ ~rror in obs~rvation dat~ (us~d in h~lio. velocity corr.) 
B9 Error in handling n~gati~ d~clination valu~s 
90 Error in scaling n~t rippl~-corr~ct~d flux~s 
93 Old ~c~ll~ rippl~ corr~ction us~d to calculat~ ~r flux 
98 No flagging of bright spots 
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£!ee~~!H~ ~ 

NASA/ESA NEWSLETTER CONVERSION LIST 

(for references in [SA lUE Newsletter 
Special Issues Nos. 14 and 21) 

~~§£! ~b I.~!.!§ 	 EJ;!~ ~b 

5 .-. Jul 79 	 IUE Data Reduction III 
-~ 
§,180 Sep 79 IUE Data Rediction V 
7_., fJ Nov 79 rUE Data Reduction X 
2, t '7 Nov 79 IUE Data Reduction XI 
2,2'7 Nov 79 Notification of an Error in the PhotoMetric 

Correction of SWP IMages (HolM) 
2,45 Nov 79 IMproper Scaling of Certain IUE Spectral 

Files (Turnrose & Harvel) 
-,t3 1 Feb 80 A Correction Al g orithM for Low Dispersion SWP 5-, 5 

Spectra (Cassatella, HolM) Ponz, Schiffer)
8 ,.)r\

L.. I'::' Feb 80 	 Correction of Data Affected by the SWP rTF 5_I 4 
error (Sandford, Penston & Boggess) 

!iL28 Feb 80 rUE Data Reduction XII g 1 18 
~L32 Feb 80 IUE Data Reduction XIII 
9 Apr 80 Low Dispersion Background Ext r action 

00_ ) 

-, 6 
error (Harvel) 

lQ,18 Jun 80 PhotOMetri c Calibration VIII 11,18
11,10 Oct 80 IUE Data Re duction XVII 
12,- Jan 81 rUE Data Re duction XVIII 
19, Jan 81 IUE Data Reduction XIX lQ, 10 
lJ,- Jan 8t IUE Data Reduction XX 
15 8 Sep 81 IUE Data Reduction XXI 
--~ 

!~,57 SE~P 81 IUE Data Reduction XXIII 

16 - Feb 82 	TiMe History of IUESIPS Configurations 14 Pt 1__ I --- ,

(Turnrose ~ Harvel)
17 _. 
_ .._ Feb 82 	Correction AlgorithMS 11,Pt 21 

(Turnrose, Harve l ~ MallaMa) 
HL21 Mar' 82 rUE Data Reduction XXIV 1;L8 
-.t8 29 Mar 82 IUE Data Reduct io n XXV_.,- , 	 1~, 14 
18 45 Mar 82 	 IUE Data Reduction XXVI LL:~2-- -- , 

__ I1§,56 Mar 82 	PhotOMetric Consequences of the Microphonics 15 25 
Avoidance Technique ( HolM ~ Pan ek) 

12,37 Jul 82 lUE CaMera Sensitivi t i e s and the Echelle 
Ripple Correction ( Ake) 

~~!L '!.8 Jan 83 rUE Data Reduction XXVIII 12 , 3c.~ 
g!L30 Jan 83 rUE Data Reduction XXIX 12,34
gg.,34 Jan 83 rUE Data Reduction XXX 12) '14 
;';Q,52 Jan 83 rUE Data Reduction XXXI 
gl,15 May 83 Chronology of Modifica t i on to IU ESIPS (Stone) 12,60 
;';1,39 May 83 IUE Data Reduction XXXII 12,49 

__ Ig;L21 Dec 83 	Revision of the Absolute Cal ib r a tion of the 17 12 
LWP in Low Dispersion (Cassa t ell a ~ Harris) 
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1 APE. ARCHI\)[ RET R I [ V A l 
~=~======================================~~ 

DATA TAPE: 

TAPE DENSITY o 1600 bpi (default) o BOO bpi 

REQUESTED DATA o Raw Data Only 

o COMplete: Raw iMage + Extracted Spectra 

o Extracted Spectra Only 

.)C•1(. CAM IMAGE ;c. CAM IMAGE ~. CAM IMAGE * CAM IMAGE 
~. t t ~. t . t ~. t t * t t .);. 

*-----:---------*----- ---------*-----:---------*----- ---------* 
* * * 
* * * 
* * * 
~ * * 
• 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 

* • * 
~ * * 
y * * 
* * * 
~ • * 

* * -- ** • 
x 

x 


CAMERA NUMBERS: 1 = LWP / 2 = LWR 

REASON DATA IS ACCESSIBLE: 

o Nor' Mal Re 1e a s e (6 M0 nth r u 1e > 

o Special Release 0 data froM My 

o Maintenance 

o others (give 

* * 
• * 
* * 

** 
* * 
* • 
* *• * 
* * 
* * 
* • 
* ¥ 

* *• * 
* • 

/ 3 = SWP / 4 = SWR 

prograMMe 

data 

details> 

REQUESTED BY: 

MAILING ADDRESS: 

•• , I Itt • , • I •• t ••••• I •• I • I • I I I • I 

DATE OF REQUEST: 

I I I • I •• 

DATA DANI< R. A. 



Dr. A. Cassatella, 


nata Bank Resident Astronomer, 


Villafranca Satellite Tracking Station 


Arartado 54065 


Madrid, 


SPAIN 
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ERRORS IN FOREGOING VILSPA LOG 

Please inform US by post of all errors or omissions in the log reproduced in this issue. Detach this 
page, fold and staple it leaving the mailing address (verso) visib1e. 

r 

r 

; 

I I 

CAMERA & IMAGE DISPERS ION APERTURE TARGET DATE OF 
OBSERVATION 

I 


CORRECT INFORMATIONWRONG FIELD CONTENTS 

I 

I 

I 

I 




Dr. A.W. Hlrr1$ 

UK Resident Astronomer 

Villafranca Satellite Tricking Station 

Apartado 541)65 

Madrid, Spain... ; 


